
UNITED STATES
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20549-4561

. December 28,2010

Stuar S. Moskowitz
Senior Counsel
IBM Corporate Law Deparent
One New Orchard Road, Mail Stop 329
Aronk, NY 10504

Re: International Business Machines Corporation

Incoming letter dated November 30, 2010

Dear Mr. Moskowitz:

This is in response to your letter dated November 30, 2010 concernng the
shareholder proposals submitted to IBM by Peter W. Lindner. Our response is attached
to the enclosed photocopy of your corrèspondence. By doing this, we avoid having to
recite or sumarze the facts set forth in the correspondence. Copies of all of the
correspondence also will be provided to the proponent.

In connection with this mattèr, your attention is directed to the enclosure, which
sets forth a brief discussion ofthe Division's informal procedures regarding shareholder
proposals.

  
Gregory S. Bellston

. Special Counsel

Enclosures

cc: Peter W. Lindner
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December 28, 2010

. Response of the Offce of Chief Counsel
Division of Corporation Finance

Re: International Business Machines Corporation

Incoming letter dated November 30, 2010

The proposals relate to electronically stored information, IBM's code of ethics,
and nomination of the proponent for membership on IBM's board of directors.

There appears to be some basis for your view that IBM may exclude the proposals
under rule 14a-8(f). Rule 14a-8(b) requires a proponent to provide a wrtt.en statement
that the proponent intends to hold its company stock through the date of the shareholder
meeting. It appears that the proponent failed to provide this statement within 14 calendar
days from the date the proponent received IBM's request under rule 14-8(f).
Accordingly, we will not recommend enforcement action to the Commission ifIBM
omits the proposals from its proxy materials in reliance on rules 14a-8(b) and 14a-8(f).
In reaching this position, we have not found it necessar to address the alternative bases
for omission upon which IBM relies.

Sincerely,

 
Matt S. McNair
Attorney-Adviser



. DIViSION OFCORPORATIÖN FINANCE
 
INFORMAL PROCEDURES REGARDING SHAHOLDER PROPOSALS 

The Division of 
 COrporation Finance believes thatits responsibility with respectto
matters arising under Rule 14a~8 (i 7 CFR 240. i 4a-8), as with other matters under the proxy 

rues, is to aid those who must comply with the rue by offenng infomil advi"" and suggestions 
and to determine, initially, whether or not it may be appropriate in a paricular matter to 
recmmend enforcement action to the Commission: In connection with 


Uner Rue 14a-8, the Divisioii; s sta COnsiders the ínomiation fuised to it by 
 a shareholder proposal 
iii sup¡irt of its intention to exclude the Pro¡isa frm the Compay's proxy mste; as 
 th Compy
as any information fuished by the proponent or the proponent's representativè. . well 

. Although Rule 14a-8(k) does not.rquire any COllunications frm shholders to the
 

. Commission's staff the staff wìU always consider information concerning alleged violations of 
. .. the statut~s administered by the Commission; including. argument as to whether .or not 


proposed to be taen would be violative of the statute or rule involved: The receipt by the staffactivities
. .. . of such information, however; should not be 


construed as changing the staffs 

procedures and proxy review 
 informalinto a formal or adversar procedure, 

It is importt to note that the stafr sand Commssion' sno-aetion response~ to 
Rule 14a-8(j) submissions refle.ct only informal views. The.detetminations reached in these no-
action letters do not and Canot 


adjudicate the merits of a eompany's positioä with respect to thc
proposal. Only a court such as a U.S. District Cour .can decide whether a company is obligated. .
 
to include shareholder proposals 


in its proxy materials. Accrdingly a discretionar .
determination notto recommend or take Commission enforcement action, does not preclude a 

. proponent, or any shareholder .of a 


company, froni pursuing any rights he or she may have againstthe cOilpan in coor, should the maagement omit the: propoSa frm the compay's proxy
 
materiaL.
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Senior Counel 
IBM Corporate Law Deparent 
One New Orchard Road, Mail Stop 329 
Aronk New York i 0504 

November 30,2010
 


u.s. Securties and Exchange Commission 
Division of Corporation Finance 
Offce of Chief Counsel
 


100 F Street, N.E. 
Washington, D.C. 20549 

IBM -- Stockholder Proposals of Mr. Peter W. Lindner 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Pursuant to Rule 14a-8(j) under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, I am enclosing six 
copies of a letter, dated November 21, 2010, containng a set of revised proposals, which 
proposals were 
 originally submitted in similar form to International Business Machines 
Corporation (the "Company" or "IBM") on October 31,2010 by Mr. Peter Lindner, a 
former IBM employee. References to the revised proposals wil sometimes be referred to 
for convenience as the "Proposals," and Mr. Lindner wil sometimes be referred to for 
convenience as the "Proponent.,,1 The original submission containing multiple 
stockholder proposals is set fort in Exhibit A. The Company's Deficiency Notice is set 
forth in Exhibit B; correspondence from the Proponent acknowledging receipt of the 
Deficiency Notice from the Proponent is set fort in Exhibit C, and the Proponent's 
revised Proposals are set forth in Exhibit D. 2 This letter is being filed with the Securties 

1 The Proposals represent a continuation of a strng of correspondences Mr. Lindner has had with IBM, the SEC 

and the Federal courts relating to this ver same subject matter, which communications cover his litigations with IBM, 
his focus on receiving data in ESI (Electronically Stored Information) format, and his desire that IBM establish a 
"Truth Commission." The Proponent's ealier correspondences ultiately resulted in a stockholder proposal in 

. connection with the 2010 proxy statement, the omission of which was approved by the staff under Rule 14a-8(e)(2). 
See Interational Business Machines Coi¡oration (Februar 22,2010, reconsideration denied, March 24, 2010). The 
instat Proposals, representing no more than an ongoing manifestation of the Proponent's personal grevances against 
IBM, are subject to omission on multiple procedural and substative bases, including Rule 14a-8(i)(4). As set forth in 
Argument 3, infra, the Company also seeks Cabot relief with respect to the matters raised in the Proposals. 

2 Beginning on October 31, 2010, Mr. Lindner also instituted a flurr of additional interm e-mail 

communications, first to Mr. Andrew Bonzani, IBM's Vice President and Secreta, and thereafter to Mr. Peter Barbur, 
IBM's outside counseL. Although none of Mr. Lindner's communications contained information gerane to any of the 
procedural defects outlined in this letter, we are appending such other communications for the use and information of 
the Sta in Exhibit G hereto.
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and Exchange Commission (the "SEC" or the "Commission") by the Company not later 
than eighty (80) calendar days before the Company files its definitive 2011 Proxy 
Materials with the Commission. 

IBM believes that all of the Proposals may properly be omitted pursuant to Rule 14a-8 
from the proxy materials for IBM's anual meeting of stockholders scheduled to be held 
on April 26, 2011 (the "2011 Anual Meeting") for the reasons discussed below. To the 
extent that the reasons for omission stated in this letter are based on matters oflaw, these 
reasons are the opinion of the undersigned as an attorney licensed and admitted to 
practice in the State of New York. 

BASES FOR EXCLUSION 

We believe that all of the Proposals may properly be excluded from the 2011 Proxy 
Materials pursuant to: 

1. Rules 14a-8(b) and (t), because the Proponent failed to provide a wrtten 
statement of his intent to continue ownership of 
 the requisite IBM shares 
through the date of 
 the Company's 2011 anual meeting; 

2. Rule 14a-8( c), because the revised submission containing the Proposals
 


continues to exceed the one-proposal limitation; 

3. Rule 14a-8(i)( 4), because all of the Proposals relate to the redress of a 
personal claim or grevance against the Company for which forward-looking 
(i.e., Cabot) relief is also sought; 

4. Rule 14a-8(i)(7), because Proposals #1 and #2 also relate to the Company's 
ordinar business operations;
 


5. Rule 14a-8(i)(8), because Proposal #3 also relates to the Proponent's attempt
 


to use the Company's proxy materials to advance the Proponent's self-
nomination to the Company's board of directors; and 

6. Rule 14a-8(i)(1), because the Proposals are not proper subjects for action by
 


stockholders under New York law. 

Background 

On October 31,2010, IBM received a four 
 page fax letter from the Proponent, dated 
October 31,2010, containing thee (3) shareholder proposals for inclusion in the 2011 
Proxy Materials. As originally submitted, the first proposal was for IBM to establish a 
"Truth Commission for EEOC problems"; the second proposal was to have "IBM comply 
with ESI (electronically stored information) as required by FRCP 26 of 
 December 2006"; 
and (iii) the third proposal was that the Proponent declared himself as a candidate for the 
IBM Board of Directors and wished to have his name appear on the IBM proxy along 
with his other two proposals. (See Exhibit A). 
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The Company determined numerous procedural diffculties with the Proponent's 
submission, all of 
 which were pointed out to the Proponent in a timely letter. In addition 
to the Proponent's raising thee separate matters in his Proposals, there were additional 
procedural problems. The submission well exceeded 500 words, and the Proponent did
 


not provide a wrtten statement of his intention to hold the requisite amount of IBM 
shares though the date of 
 the 2011 Anual Meeting. 

Thus, in a fax letter to the Proponent dated November 9,2010, which letter was sent 
withn 14 days of 
 the date IBM received the original proposals (and which letter was 
received by the Proponent that same day), IBM timely provided the Proponent with a 
wrtten notice of all of 
 these deficiencies, as required by Rule 14a-8(t) (the "Deficiency 
Notice") (Exhibit B). A duplicate couresy copy of such Deficiency Notice was also sent
 


to the Proponent via UPS Next Day Air and received by the Proponent the next day (on 
November 10, 2010) (Exhibit B). In the Deficiency Notice, IBM both informed the 
Proponent of each of the procedural deficiencies under Rule 14a-8, and informed him 
exactly how he could cure each of the deficiencies. We also advised him of the 14 day 
period for doing so. 

First, with respect to the Proponent's need for a wrtten statement regarding his 
continued IBM stock ownership under Rule 14a-8(b), we wrote, in the second paragraph 
of the Deficiency Notice: 

Since you are the registered holder of your securities which means that your name 
appears in the company's records as a shareholder, we have been able to verfy 
your eligibility on our own, although you sti have to provide the company 
with a written statement that you intend to contiue to hold the securities 
through the date of the meetig of shareholders. (emphasis added). 

Next, with respect to the submission of 
 multiple proposals and the 500 word limitation, 
we wrote, in the second paragraph: 

Under Rule 14a-8, each shareholder may submit no more than one proposal for a 
paricular shareholders' meeting. These same rules also require that the proposal 
you submit, including any accompanying supporting statement, may not exceed a 
total of 500 words. In reviewing your 4 page submission, I note that it raises three 
separate proposals: (i) the first proposal is for IBM to establish a Truth 
Commission for EEOC problems; (ii) the second proposal is to have IBM comply 
with ESI (electronically stored information) as required by FRCP 26 of December 
2006; and (iii) the third proposal is that you have declared yourself as a candidate 
for the IBM Board of Directors and wish to have your name appear on the IBM 
proxy along with your other two proposals. 

Finally, we called attention to the 14 day time frame in which the Proponent needed to 
cure all of the defects in his submission. In this connection, we specifically called out in 
the third paragraph of the Deficiency Letter that his submission did not comport with the 
proxy rules, and that if IBM were to further consider the substance of 
 his submission, the 
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Proponent would have to cure all of the deficiencies within 14 days of receipt of the 
Deficiency Notice: 

As noted above, your submission of these proposals does not comport with the 
proxy rules. In addition, your four page submission is not compliant with Rule 
14a-8, since it contains well in excess of 500 words. However, you may remedy 
these additional procedural deficiencies if you timely correct them. If you wish 
to have IBM further consider the substance of your submission under the 
Commssion's proxy rules, you must revise your submission by includig all 
of the information I've described in this letter and resubmit a single proposal 
to me that contains no more than 500 words. You must postmark or transmit 
your revised submission electronically to my attention no later than 14 days from 
the date you receive this notification. (emphasis added) 

On November 10, 2010, the Proponent responded with an e-mail to Mr. Barbur, IBM's 
external counsel, which acknowledged receipt of 
 the Company's Deficiency Notice, but 
which did not provide any information responsive to the Company's requests in the 
Deficiency Notice. The Proponent also appears to have sent an e-mail copy ofthis 
communcation to the Division of 
 Corporation Finance's electronic mailbox. See 
Exhibit C. Mr. Barbur forwarded the Proponent's e-mail communcation to IBM on 
November 10, 2010. 

On November 21,2010, the Proponent sent another e-mail toMr.Barbur.Ths e-mail 
contained a 6 page PDF document with the revised Proposals (the "Proponent's 
Response"), a copy of 
 which is attached hereto as Exhibit D. Mr. Barbur forwarded this 
communcation to IBM on November 21,2010. 

The e-mail cover letter to the Proponent's Response provides, in pertinent par: 

"Please both confirm receipt of this revised proposal, and of its status as accepted in its 
3 parts:
 


1. EEOC and ESI
 

2. Code of Conduct
 


3. My selfnomination to the Board of Directors. " 

The Proponent's Proposals, as revised on November 21, wil sometimes hereinafter be 
referred to by the following Proposal numbers: 

Sub. ect
 


Electronicall Stored Information ESI 
IBM Code of Ethcs 
Self Nomination to the IBM Board 

The first 4 pages ofthe Proponent's 6 page PDF e-mail attachment consisted of some 
background information regarding the Proponent's past litigations with IBM, his motion 
to compel discovery ofESI, and the fact that he raised the ESI issue at IBM's 2010 
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anual meeting. At the present time, we are unaware of any litigation stil pending with 
the Proponent - the Proponent's last appellate pleading of which we are aware, entitled 
"MOTION AND DECLARTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF COURT'S 
DISMISSAL OF APPEAL" (Exhibit E) was denied on October 6, 2010 by the United 
States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit (Exhibit F). The Proponent's October 31, 
2010 and November 21, 2010 letters to IBM -- including the instant Proposals --continue 
to raise the very same ESI issues the Proponent raised without success in the cours. 

Pages 5 and 6 ofthe Proponent's Response contain separate texts for what the Proponent 
styles as a "two par" proposal (Proposal #1 and Proposal #2). In addition, the Proponent 
continues to inextrcably link both Proposal #1 and Proposal #2 to his self-nomination 
proposal (Proposal #3), by continuing to insist that his self-nomination proposal appear 
together with such other shareholder proposals in the Company's proxy statement. 

As the Proponent states on page 1 of 
 his 6 page PDF: 

"I also hereby declare myself as a candidate for the IBM Board of Directors, 
and wish to have my name appear on the mM Proxy along with my 
shareholder proposal(s) on the April 2011 Proxy."
 


None of 
 the Proponent's correspondences was properly responsive to the Company's 
Deficiency Notice, which called for a single Proposal not to exceed 500 words. 
Moreover, nowhere in any of the Proponent's correspondence was there any written 
statement that the Proponent intended to continue to hold the requisite amount of IBM 
shares though the date ofthe Company's 2011 anual meeting. 

ANALYSIS 

1. Violation of 
 Rule 14a-8(b)(2) --The Proponent Failed to Provide a Written 
Statement of Intent to Hold Shares Through the Date of the Annual Meetig. 

Rule 14a-8(t)(1) provides that a company may omit a stockholder proposal if 
 the 
proponent fails to provide evidence of eligibilty under Rule 14a-8(b). Even in cases 
where a proponent is a record holder, Rule 14a-8(b )(2) requires a stockholder to provide 
the company with a wrtten statement that such stockholder intends to continue to hold 
the minimum number of 
 the company's securties specified in Rule 14a-8(b)(1) through 
the date of the stockholder meeting at which the proposal is sought to be considered. In 
addition to the multitude of other deficiencies in the Proponent's Response, no such 
wrtten statement was ever provided to IBM, despite IBM's timely request therefor. 

The Staff 
 has consistently permitted companes to exclude proposals submitted by 
proponents who failed to provide in a timely maner the wrtten statement of intent to 
hold the requisite securties through the date of the anual meeting. See, e.g., Sempra 
Energy (Januar 21, 2009) (permitting exclusion of a proposal because the proponent 
failed to timely respond to the company's request for a wrtten statement of intent to hold 
securties through the date of 
 the anual meeting); Xcel Energy Inc. (Januar 21,2009); 
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Revnolds American Inc. (December 31, 2008); Washington Mutual. Inc. (December 31, 
2007); Ban of America Corp. (December 28, 2007); Harleysville Savings Financial 
Corporation (October 23,2007); Exxon Mobil Corporation (Januar 23,2001); The 
Pittston Company (Februar 24, 1999); McDonnell Douglas Corporation (Februar 4, 
1997); Global Marne. Inc. (December 15, 1995); Am V esters Financial Corporation 

(Januar 3, 1996); IBM Corporation (November 22, 1995); Newmont Ming 
COfjoration (March 23, 1992); Temple-Inand Coi:oration (March 6, 1992); Chevron 
Coi:oration (March 1, 1991); Chevron Corporation (Februar 28, 1991); Boise Cascade 
Corporation (Januar 17, 1990); and Bioassay Systems Corporation (May 25, 1988).
 


As discussed above, the Company fully satisfied its obligations to the Proponent under 
Rule 14a-8(t)(1) by timely notifyng the Proponent on November 9,2010 in our 
Deficiency Notice both that he had not included a wrtten statement of intent to hold the 
requisite IBM shares though the date of the anual meeting, and that the Company 
would be permitted to exclude the Proposal if the Proponent did not timely correct ths
 


defect by fushing such a wrtten statement within 14 days of 
 his receipt of such notice. 
Despite the Proponent's multiple written communcations with IBM, no such wrtten 
statement was ever provided. Since the Proponent failed to provide a written statement 
that he intended to hold the requisite IBM shares though the date of the anual meeting 
as requested by the Deficiency Notice, the Company believes it may properly omit all of 
the Proposals in accordance with Rules 14a-8(b)(2) and 14a-8(t)(1), and requests that no 
enforcement action be recommended to the Commission if all of the Proposals are 
omitted on the basis of such rules. 

2. Violation of 
 Rule 14a-8(c)--The "One-Proposal" Limtation. 

In addition to the Proponent's violation of 
 Rule 14a-8(b)(2), all three Proposals maybe 
also excluded from the 2011 Proxy Materials by reason of Rule 14a-8( c), which permits 
each shareholder no more than one proposal for each stockholder meeting. In this 
connection, the Staffhas ruled, on numerous occasions, that a proponent's failure to 
timely reduce the number of separate proposals submitted to a single proposal following 
an explicit request from the registrant to do so within 14 calendar days following receipt 
of such request wil result in the exclusion of all of the proposals. See Streamine Health 
Solutions. Inc. (March 23, 201O)(proposals relating to the number of directors, director 
independence, the conditions for changing the number of directors, and the voting 
threshold for the election of directors raised matters which were separate and distinct); 
PG&E Corporation (March 11, 2010) (3 proposals omitted -- mitigating risks, license 
renewal, and production levels are separate matters); Alaska Air Group. Inc. (3 proposals 
omitted - - compensation, cumulative voting and amendments to the cerificate of 
incorporation); Duke Energv Corporation (Februar 27,2009) (qualifications, conflct of 
interest disclosures and compensation of Duke Energy board members and nominees are 
separate matters); Citizens Coi:oration (April 4, 1997)(two proposals properly omitted); 
The Harer Group. Inc. (Februar 12, 1997)(three proposals properly omitted); Allstate 
Corporation (Januar 29, 1997)(two proposals properly omitted); Merck & Co.. Inc. 
(Januar 29, 1997)(thee proposals properly omitted); Storage Technologies Corporation
 


and Company (November 
22, 1995 and October 13, 1995)(multiple proposals all properly omitted); Kmar 
(Februar 22, 1996) (two proposals properly omitted); Eli Lily 
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Corooration (Februar 8, 1995)(two proposals properly omitted); Dow Chemical 
Comoany (Januar 11, 1995)(two proposals properly omitted). 

In the instant case, the Proponent was notified in the Deficiency Notice of the fact that he 
had fied three separate proposals and of 
 the SEC's one-proposal limitation. He was also 
given the opportty to modify his submission in order to conform to Rule 14a-8, and
 


was informed that his failure to reduce his submission to a single qualifyng proposal 
within 14 days would result in the omission of all thee proposals. 

The Proponent did not follow the instrctions in the Company's Deficiency Notice. 
Instead, he redrafted Proposals #1 and #2, and resubmitted such Proposals to the 
Company together with his self-nomination Proposal (Proposal #3 -- which remained 
unchanged). Rather than select a single Proposal, he provided a number of suggestions to 
the Company with respect to the order in which IBM might treat his Proposals. 
However, the Proponent never reduced his initial submission to a single, standalone 
proposal not exceeding 500 words, nor did he specify precisely which of the thee 
Proposals the Company should fuher consider if only one such Proposal was to be 
considered. 

To the contrar, all of the scenaros he presented in his cover letter for inclusion of his 
Proposal(s) clearly included the express requirement that his self-nomination Proposal 
(Proposal #3) also had to be included in the proxy materials together with whichever 
other Proposal(s) were included - - in the Proponent's own words, the Proponent also 
wanted to have his "name appear on the IBM Proxy along with my shareholder 
proposal(s) on the April 2011 Proxy".
 


In ths connection, instead of selecting a single Proposal and drafting a 500 word 
Proposal as the Company had requested in the Deficiency Notice, on page 1 of 
 his 6 page 
PDF the Proponent merely provided IBM with his own "pecking order" for which 
Proposal( s) should be considered for inclusion in our proxy materials. Yet, no matter 
whether IBM was to consider both Proposal #1 and/or Proposal #2, the Proponent made 
clear (on page 1 of his PDF attachment, and as quoted above) that he continued to require 
that his self-nomination Proposal (Proposal #3) also be included in the Company's 
proxy materials together with whichever Proposal(s) were ultimately included in the 
Company's proxy materials. Put another way, llder any reading ofthe Proponent's 
November 21 submission, ifthe Company were not to accept all thee pars of the 
Proponent's submission for inclusion in our proxy materials (which 3 pars continue to 
collectively exceed 500 words), at least two of the three numbered Proposals would stil 
be required to be included by the Company in our Company's proxy materials. 

Employing the Proponent's logic from page 1 of 
 the PDF, IBM would, in any event, have 
to include in our proxy materials either: 

· Proposals #1, #2 and #3 (in total); 
· Proposals #1 and #3; or
 


. Proposals #2 and #3
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The Proponent's continuing requirement to link Proposal #3 to either or both of the other 
two Proposal(s) he resubmitted on November 21,2010 constitutes an express violation of 
the single proposal rule set forth in Rule 14a-8(c). The Proponent's self-nomination 
proposal (Proposal #3) raises a concept which is separate and distinct from both Proposal 
#1 -- which relates to providing Electronically Stored Information (ESI) in litigation and 
Rule 26 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. By the same token, the self-nomination 
proposal is also separate and distinct from Proposal #2 -- which relates to makng the 
Proponent's specific revisions to IBM's Code of 
 Ethcs. What is more, Proposals #1 and 
#2 raise separate and distinct concepts, as they would each purort to have the Company 
undertake wholly separate and distinct actions. These proposals are not closely related 
nor are they linked by any single well-defined unfyng concept. See Exchange Act 
Release 12999 (November 22, 1976). 

In the instant case, the Proponent presented three separate Proposals. By failing to 
specify which single Proposal the Proponent wanted the Company to consider under Rule 
14a-8(c), the Proponent is clearly attempting to evade the rule's express limitations. It is 
not the job of the Company to select which of the thee Proposals should be included in 
our proxy materials. Rather, it is the Proponent's responsibility, following the 
Company's express and clear request to comply with Rule 14a-8(c), to provide IBM with 
a single proposal not to exceed 500 words, that otherwise conforms to the requirements 
of Rule 14a-8. He utterly failed to do so. 

In short, it is clear from the documents and the facts that the Proponent is attempting to 
circumvent the one-proposal limit in Rule 14a-8( c). Moreover, as noted earlier, the 
Proponent is not eligible to submit even one shareholder proposal for the 2011 Anual 
Meeting, because he failed to provide a wrtten, statement of his intent to continue to 
maintain ownership ofthe requisite amount ofIBM shares through the date ofthe 2011 
Anual Meeting, as requested by the Company and required by Rule 14a-8(b). Thus, 
based on the language set forth by the Commission in Exchange Act Release No. 12999 
(specifically that "such tactics" and "maneuvers" wil result in the granting of no-action 
relief concernng the omission of the proposals at issue), and based on the no-action letter 
precedent cited above, we believe that all thee of the Proposals are fully excludable in 
reliance on Rule 14a-8(c) for exceeding the one-proposal limitation. The Company 
therefore requests that no enforcement action be recommended to the Commission if the 
Proposals are excluded on ths basis. 
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3. Al of the Proposals should also be omitted under Rule 14a-8(i)(4) as relatig to
 


the redress of a personal claim or grievance against the Company, which are 
designed by the Proponent to further personal interests, but which interests are not 
shared by IBM stockholders at large. IBM also respectfully requests Caboe 
treatment with respect to the Proposals. 

Rule 14a-8(i)( 4) permits exclusion of a proposal that relates to the redress of a personal 
claim or grevance against the Company and is designed to result in a benefit to the 
Proponent or to fuher a personal interest, which is not shared with other stockholders at 
large. The instant Proposal emanates directly out of 
 the Proponent's personal disputes he 
has had against the Company and its management over the years relating to his 
employment, which disputes have been the subject of 
 multiple litigations. 

The Proponent continues to raise the ver same matters with IBM in these stockholder 
proposals that he has raised repeatedly in his litlgations. See Exhbit E. A comparson 
of the Proponent's most recent court pleadings regarding Electronically Stored 
Information (ESI) and his related grevances with IBM make crystal clear that the 
Proponent is now impermissibly attempting, yet again, to employ the stockholder 
proposal process to address the same personal grevances that were dismissed by the 
cours. None of the cours have found any merit to the Proponent's claims, and at ths 
point, there is also no reason to have to waste IBM stockholders' time with these issues. 
The fact that the Proponent remains disgrntled at IBM and did not achieve success in the 
court system with respect to his issues should not give him license to revisit these issues 
yet again though the stockholder proposal process. The instant Proposals, though 
addressing ESI, the IBM Code of Conduct and another attempt to use IBM's proxy 
materials to advance his self-nomination to the Board of 
 Directors, are no more than a 
transparent attempt to reair the same personal grevances against IBM. We wil not 
repeat here all of the details of his grevances, many of which are discernable from the 
Proponent's own communications -- in the cover letters to his Proposals, in his other 
communications to the SEC, and in some of the other attachments hereto. In addition, the 
Proponent has for some time maintained his own website, htt://ibmethcs.blogspot.com/
 


where he has posted multiple, self-serng commentar on many of the same issues 
addressed in the instant Proposals; See, among others: 

htt:/ /ibmethics.blogspot.com/2009/05/ibm-to-respond-why-they-prefer-paper
to.html 
htt:/ /ibmethcs. blogspot.com/2009/06/ibm-tres-to-intimdate-witnesses- from.html 
htt://ibmethcs.blogspot.com/2009 05 01 archive.html 
htt:/ /ibmethics. blogspot.com/2009/06/ibm-responds-they-dont-know-nothng.htm 
htt://ibmethcs.blogspot.com/2010 01 01 archive.htm 

3 Cabot Corooration (November 4, 1994). 
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To be clear, all of 
 the Proponent's cour claims against IBM have been dismissed, and his 
appeals now have also been dismissed. It is not the purose of this letter to revisit any of 
his personal issues -- all of which are without merit -- or to comment on the Proponent's 
other communcations. For puroses of Rule 14a-8, however, we believe the Proponent 
is attempting to misuse the stockholder proposal process -- again -- to call attention to his 
grevances and to advance purely personal ends. Ths is precisely what Rule 14a-8(i)(4) 
is designed to avoid. 

In our view, the instant Proposals, just like his previous 14a-8 submission in Februar 
2010, is clearly excludable under Rule 14a-8(i)(4), as the Proponent has lodged these 
Proposals as one of many tactics he believes wil put him into the limelight, and gain 
some retrbution against the Company. Therefore, the instant stockholder proposals 
should be omitted under 14a-8(i)( 4), as they relate to the redress of a personal claim or 
grevance against the Company which is clearly designed to further the Proponent's 
personal interest, but which interest is not shared by stockholders at large. 

In this connection, the SEC ruled in another no-action letter involvig a similarly situated 
disgrtled former employee:
 


After consideration of the information contained in your letter and the exhbit 
thereto, this Division believes that there may be some basis for your view that the 
proposal may be omitted in reliance upon (former) Rule 14a-8(c)(4). In the 
Division's view, despite the fact that the proposal is drafted in such a way 
that it may relate to matters which may be of general interest to all 
shareholders, it appears that the proponent is using the proposal as one of 
many tactics designed to redress an existig personal grievance against the 
Company. (emphasis added) 

See International Business Machines Coworation (Februar 5, 1980) 

The same result should apply in the instant case. The Commission long ago established 
that the purpose of the stockholder proposal process is "to place stockholders in a 
position to bring before their fellow stockholders matters of concern to them as 
stockholders in such corporation." Release 34-3638 (Januar 3, 1945). The purose of 
current Rule 14a-8(i)(4) is to allow companes to exclude proposals that involve disputes 
that are not of interest to stockholders in general. The provision was developed "because 
the Commission does not believe that an issuer's proxy materials are a proper forum for 
airing personal claims or grevances." Release 34-12999 (November 22, 1976). In this 
connection, the Commission has consistently taken the position that Rule 14a-8(i)(4) is 
intended to provide a means for shareholders to communcate on matters of interest to 
them as shareholders. See Proposed Amendments to Rule 14a-8 Under the Securties 
Exchange Act of 1934 Relating to Proposals bv Securty Holders, Exchange Act Release 
No. 34-19135 (October 14, 1982). In discussing the predecessor rule governng the 
exclusion of personal grevances, the Commission stated: 

It is not intended to provide a means for a person to air or remedy some personal 
claim or grevance or to fuer some personal interest. Such use of the securty 
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holder proposal procedures is an abuse of the security holder proposal process, 
and the cost and time involved in dealing with these situations do a disservice to 
the interests of the issuer and its securty holders at large. 

See Exchange Act Release No. 19135 (October 14, 1982). 

The Proponent's personal grevances, however styled, are clearly of no interest 
whatsoever to IBM stockholders at large. In this vein, the Commission has also 
recognzed that where: (i) a proponent has a history of confrontation with a company and 

(ii) that history is indicative of a personal claim or grevance withn the meanng of Rule 
14a-8(i)( 4), a proposal may be excludable on this ground even though, on its face, the 
Proposal does not reveal the underlying dispute or grievance. See Burlington Nortern 
Santa Fe Corporation (Februar 5, 1999)(proposals relating to company's operations 
properly excluded as personal grevance); International Business Machines Corooration 

(November 22, 1995)(disgrtled former employee); Pfizer. Inc. (Januar 31, 
1995)( disgrtled former employee); International Business Machies Corooration 
(December 29, 1994); International Business Machines Corporation (December 22, 
1994)(disgrtled former employee); Cabot Corooration (November 4, 1994; November
 


29, 1993; December 3, 1992; November 15, 19?1; September 13, 1990; November 24, 
1989; November 9, 1988, and October 30, 1985). In its 1994 no-action letter to Cabot 
Corporation, the staff specifically permitted Cabot to apply its response to any futue 
submissions to Cabot of a same or similar proposal by the proponent. See also General 
Electrc Companv (Januar 12, 2007); Unocal Corporation (March 30, 2000)(grant of 
Cabot type relief 
 under Rule 14a-8(i)(4)); International Business Machines Corporation 
(November 22, 1995 and December 29, 1994)(in two separate letters regarding separate 
proponents staff permitted both responses to apply to any future submissions to the 
Company of a same or similar proposal by same proponents); Texaco. Inc. (Februar 15, 
1994)(Staff also permitted Texaco to apply personal grevance ruling to any futue
 


submissions of 
 the same or similar proposals by the same shareholder). See also 
International Business Machines Corooration (December 18, 2002)(proposal to honestly 
and fortghtly review employee claims of 
 bias and discrmination regardless ofthe 
employee's status and to adopt a policy and business practice to honor any written 
commitments from IBM executives that such reviews wil take place excluded as 
personal grevance); Unocal Corporation (March 15, 1999) (proposal to take certain 
action regarding the number and size of 
 underground tans of curently and previously 
owned service stations and takng action against employees and Unocal' s outside counsel 
who withhold information on the subject excluded as personal grevance). 

The same result should apply here. The staffhi:s often utilzed the personal grevance 
exclusion to omit proposals in cases where the stockholders were using proposals as a 
tactic to redress a personal grevance against the company, notwithstanding that the 
proposals were drafted in such a maner that they could be read to relate to matters of 
general interest to all shareholders. See The Southern Companv (December 10, 1999); 
Pyramid Technology Corporation (November 4, 1994)("the proposal, while drafted to 
address a specific consideration, appears to be one in a seres of steps relating to the long-
standing grevance against the company by the proponent); Texaco. Inc. (Februar 15, 
1994 and March 18, 1993); Sigma-Aldrich Corporation (March 4, 1994); McDonald's 
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Corporation (March 23, 1992); The Standard Oil Comoanv (Februar 17, 1983); 
American Teleohone & Telegraph Company (Januar 2, 1980). Since the shareholder 
proposal process is not intended to be used to air or rectify personal grevances, we 
continue to believe Rule 14a-8(i)(4) provides a fully adequate basis in this case for 
omitting the instant Proposal from the proxy materials for the Company's Anual 
Meeting. Because we believe the instant Proponent is again wasting corporate time and 
resources in a gross misuse of the shareholder proposal process to fuher address his 
ongoing personal grevances against the Company, the Company respectfully requests 
that no enforcement action be recommended if it excludes the Proposal pursuant to Rule 
14a-8(i)(4). See Morgan Staney (Januar 14, i004) (proposal to "adopt a wrtten policy 
statement with a commitment to undue financial injustice(s) to any client(s), employees 
(current or former), and investors, which can be demonstrated to have occurred as a result 
of ilegal, unethical, or immoral actions or inaction's (sic), on the par of any employees 

the firm, including actions resulting from dishonesty, untrthfulness, 
and perury and furter clarfies that the policy include "the voluntar setting aside and 
retung of those financial awards, even if awarded via cour or arbitration rulings" 

(past or present) of 
 

omitted as personal grevance); CSX Corporation (Februar 5, 1998)(proposal from 
terminated employee seeking to institute a system-wide formal grevance procedure 
excluded because it related to the redress of a personal claim or grevance); Tri-
Continental Corporation (Februar 24, 1993)(Former Rule 14a-8(c)(4) utilzed by staff to 
exclude proposal seeking registrant to assist the Proponent in a lawsuit against former 
employer); Lockheed Corporation (April 25, 1994 and March 10, 1994)(proposal to 
reinstate sick leave benefits properly excluded under former Rule 14a-8(c)(4)); 
International Business Machines Corporation (Januar 25, 1994)(proposal to increase 
retirement plan benefits properly excluded under former Rule 14a-8(c)(4)); and General 
Electrc Company (Januar 25, 1994)(proposal to increase pension benefits properly 
excluded under former Rule 14a-8(c)(4)). See also Caterpilar Tractor Company 
(December 16, 1983)(former employee's proposal for a disability pension properly 
excluded as personal grevance). As such, the Company believes that the Proposal may 
be omitted from the Company's proxy materials pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(4), and 
requests that no enforcement action be recommended if it excludes the Proposal on the 
basis of 
 Rule 14a-8(i)(4). 

· Forward-Lookig (Cabot) Relief Sought 

Furhermore, given the instant Proponent's ongoing history, and repeated misuse of the 
stockholder proposal process with respect to these matters, we also respectfully request 
forward-looking (i.e. Cabot) relief 
 with respect to futue submissions ofthe same or 
similar proposals. See Division of Corporation Finance, Staff Legal Bulletin Number 14 
at Section C.5 (circumstances permitting forward-looking relief 
 under Rule 14a-8(i)(4)); 
Cabot Corporation (November 4, 1994); See also General Electrc Company (Januar 12, 
2007)(to same effect); Unocal Corporation (March 30, 2000)(to same effect); 
International Business Machines Corporation (November 22, 1995) and International 
Business Machines Corporation (December 29, 1994)(in two separate letters regarding 
separate proponents, staff permitted both responses to apply to any futue submissions to 
the Company of a same or similar proposal by same proponents); Texaco. Inc. (Februar 
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15, 1994)(Staff also permitted Texaco to apply personal grevance ruling to any futue 
submissions of the same or similar proposals by the same shareholder). 

4. Proposals #1 and #2 May also be excluded Under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) as relatig to 
the Company's Ordinary Business Operations 

The Company believes that Proposals #1 and #2 may also be omitted from the 
Company's proxy materials for the 2011 Anual Meeting pursuant to the provisions of 
Rule 14a-8(i)(7) because they both deal with matters relating to the conduct of the 
ordinar business operations of 
 the Company. The Commission has expressed two 
central considerations underlying the ordinar business exclusion. The first underlying 
consideration expressed by the Commission is that "( c Jertain tasks are so fudamental to 
management's ability to ru a company on a day-to-day basis that they could not, as a 
practical matter, be subject to shareholder oversight." See Amendments to Rules on 
Shareholder Proposals, Release 34-40018 (63 Federal Register No 102, May 28, 1998 at 
pp. 29,106 and 29,108). In this connection, examples include "the management of the 
workforce, such as the hiring, promotion and termination of employees, decisions on 
production quality and quantity and the retention of suppliers." (i. at 29,108) (emphasis 
added). "The second consideration involves the degree to which the proposal seeks to 
micro-manage the company by probing too deeply into matters of a complex natue upon 
which shareholders, as a group, would not be in a position to make an informed 
judgment." id. The Commission had earlier explained in 1976 that shareholders, as a 
group, are not qualified to make an informed judgment on ordinar business matters due 
to their lack of business expertise and their lack of intimate knowledge of the issuer's 
business. See Adoption of Amendments Relating to Proposals by Securty Holders, 
Exchange Act Release No. 12999 (November 22, 1976). 

The Commission has also reiterated "(tJhe general underlying policy of this exclusion is 
consistent with the policy of most state corporate laws: to confine the resolution of 
ordinar business problems to management and the board of directors, since it is 
impracticable for shareholders to decide how to solve such problems at an anual 
shareholders meeting." See Amendments to Rules on Shareholder Proposals, Release 34
40018 (63 Federal Register No 102, May 28, 1998 at p. 29,108). See also Proposed 
Amendments to Rule 14a-8 under the Securties Exchange Act of 1934 relating to 
Proposals by Securty Holders, Exchange Act Release No. 19135 (October 14, 1982), at 
note 47. Under this standard, the instant Proposals are clearly subject to omission under 
Rule 14a-8(i)(7). Proposal #1, which seeks to have IBM comply with federal discover 
rules relating to electronically stored information (ESI), and Proposal #2, which seeks for 
IBM to revise its internal code of ethcs -- known as the IBM Business Conduct 
Guidelines -- both clearly fall within the ambitbfRule 14a-8(i)(7). Moreover, these 
Proposals fail to focus on any suffciently signficant social policy issues which might 
otherwise cause the Proposals to transcend the ordinar business exclusion. 

A. Proposal #1 is subject to exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) as the Proposal 
relates to the management of the Company's legal compliance activities and 
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other employment-related matters advancing standards dictated by the 
Proponent. 

Proposal #1 is subject to exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) under a long line of decisions 
that have excluded similar litigation-related proposals as relating to a company's general 
legal compliance program or other employment related matters. The instant Proposal 
provides, in pertinent par: 

"IBM as a leader in data processing for over 100 years, should strctly obey 
evidentiar rules in discrimination cases with regard to providing electronically
 


stored information (ESI) to Plaintiffs as is required by the revised Federal Rules 
of Civil Procedure Un 4) (FRCP) 26, and for example, as required in 
discrimination cases by the Souther Dfstrct ofN ew York (SDNY) of October 
11, 2007, which specifies the personnel records. These documents should be 
searchable (in "native" format) rather than fax copies that canot be searched. 
Ths especially should apply to all cases at IBM involving the EEOC, since that 
involves discrimination." 

"The ESI for EEOC cases be voted upon, which would give IBM compliance 
under FRCP 26 (as amended December 2006) to "employees", who usually are 
filing for cases of discrmination, either under various statutes, such as OWBP A 

the Civil Rights Act of 
1964. Mr. Lindner asked Sam Palmisano at the April 2010 Shareholder Meeting 
whether IBM was meeting the legal requirements FRCP 26 revised in 2006, and 
Mr. Palmisano dodged the question (saying he was not a lawyer), and then when 

(Older Worker Benefit Protection Act) and Title VII of 
 

Mr. Lindner pointed out that Mr. Andrew Bonzani, Secretar of the Corporation, 
next to him on the stage was a lawyer, Sam refused to answer, and went on to 
some other Shareholders." 

"fi 4) The SDNY refers to FRCP 26, 33 and 34, with FRCP 26 entitled "Duty to Disclose; 
General Provisions Governg Discovery. Although the text is somewhat dense and tough to 
read / understad, the concept is that computer çlata (electronically stored inormation, email, 
Microsoft Word fies, Excel spreadsheets) should be given to the opponent pnor to the opponent 
askig for them. Moreover, if some documents are covered by Attorney-Client pnviege, a list of 
such documents should be given to the adversar, with the reasons for being "pnvileged" or 
exempt from disclosure, stating plainy without compromising their pnvileged inormation what 
the natue of the confdential inormation is. 
htt:/ /ww.1aw.comell.edu/rules/frco/Rule26.htm.. 

* * *
 


The instant Proposal can be read to have the Company revise its methodology for 
providing data durng litigation discovery and for ensurng compliance with applicable 
laws in connection with varous litigations, including FRCP 26 - all in accordance with 
the Proponent's own specific standards as outlined in the Proposal. However, this type of 
micro-management by stockholders simply canot survive scrutiny under Rule 14a
8(i)(7). The Staff has made clear in similar situations that no-action relief is available for 
proposals of ths natue, as such proposals imperissibly purort to micro-manage a 
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registrant's legal compliance activities, which are ordinar business matters. See FedEx 
Corporation (July 14, 2009)(report on the compliance of 
 the company and its contractors 
with state and federal laws governng proper classification of employees and independent 
contractors could be excluded as relating to the-company' s ordinar business operations 

(i.e., general legal compliance program)); The AES Corporation (March 13, 
2008)(proposal to commission an independent investigation of management's 
involvement in the falsification of environmental reports, and to report on these findings 
together with board recommendations and company action to be taken as a result of the 
board's findings excluded under rule 14a-8(i)(7), as relating to AES' s ordinar business 
operations (i.e., general conduct of a legal compliance program)); Lowe's Companes. 
Inc. (March 12, 2008)(proposal to establish a committee to prepare a report that discusses 
the compliance of the company and its contractors with state and federal laws governng 
proper classification of employees and independent contractors excluded as ordinar 
business (i.e., general legal compliance program)); Ford Motor Company (Februar 13, 
2008)(proposal to condemn the commission of internal fraud and assign the investigation 
of reports of internal fraud to a committee reporting to the board; have individuals certify 
that each program launch is void of product liabilty risk and prematue par cancellation 
costs; and report to shareholders excluded under rule 14a-8(i)(7), as relating to Ford's 
ordinar business operations (i.e., general conduct of a legal compliance program)); Ford 
Motor Companv (March 19,2007) (proposal to appoint independent legal advisory 
commission to investigate "Securty Law violations" properly excluded under Rule 14a
8(i)(7), as relating to Ford's ordinar business operations (i.e., general conduct of a legal 
compliance program)); The AES Corporation (ranuar 9, 2007)(proposal to create an 
ethical oversight committee to monitor the company's compliance with applicable laws, 
rules and regulations of the federal, state, local governents and the AES Code of 
Business Conduct and Ethics was properly excluded as relating to its ordinar business 
operations (i.e., general conduct of a legal compliance program)); Halliburon Company 
(March 10, 2006) (proposal to report on the policies and procedures adopted and 
implemented to reduce or eliminate the reoccurrence of violations and investigations 
discussed in the proposal and the potential damage to the company's reputation and stock 
value excluded by Hallburon under rule 14a-8(i)(7) as relating to its ordinar business 
operations (i.e., general conduct of a legal compliance program)); ConocoPhillps 

in-house legal counsel, and 
report to shareholders all potential legal liabilities alleged by the proponent to have been 
omitted from prospectus excluded under rule 14a-8(i)(7), as relating to ConocoPhillps' 
ordinar business operations (i.e., general legal compliance program)); Sprint Nextel 
Corooration (Februar 15, 2006)(proposal to prepare a report addressing the company's 
failure to disclose cerain signficant transactions with executive offcers excluded under 

(Februar 23,2006) (proposal to investigate, independent of 
 

rule 14a-8(i)(7), as relating to Sprint Nextel's ordinar 
 business operations (i.e., general 
legal compliance program and discipline of employees)); NYEX Coi:oration (Februar 
1, 1989)(proposal to form a special committee to revise the existing code of corporate 
conduct excluded as a matter of ordinary business (i.e., the paricular topics to be 
addressed in the Company's code of conduct))., The rationale for exclusion set forth in 
each of the above letters as "ordinar business" should apply with equal force to the 
instant Proposal which purorts to dictate how the Company should comply with varous 
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evidentiar rules regarding litigation discovery. As such, Proposal #1 should be excluded 
as a matter of ordinar business under Rule 14a-8(i)(7). 

B. Proposal #2 is also subject to exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) as the 
Proponent seeks to substitute his own judgment for the Company's by 
attemptig to dictate and enforce his own revised standards of ethics. 

Proposal #2, which would have IBM "improve the IBM Code of 
 Ethics" by "radically 
revis(ing)" it in the maner specified by the Proponent, is no more than a directive to 
have IBM rewrte our Company's Business Conduct Guidelines and other codes of 
conduct we employ in our Company to regulate employee activity and behavior in the 
day-to-day administration of our Company's business. 

A review of ths Proposal shows that the Proponent would have the Company: 

. Undertake "a study of all cases involving the IBM Code of 
 Ethcs withn the 
past 10 years,"
 


· Conduct "a surey of other fis that have had ethics problems (including: the
 


Catholic Church, US Congress, Enron (and) American Express," and 
. Establish "a system of 
 innovative rewards and punshments", which would 

include, inter alia, "immediate dismissal for cause without pension, stock 
options- and 80% of that money be restitution to the victims" "or a wrong
doer can admit errors and receive a 10% of 
 his IBM benefits" (sic). 

Ths Proposal also clearly and directly relates to the management of our Company's 
workforce under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) by attempting to dictate and enforce the type of 
compliance standards the instant Proponent wants. Such an effort at stockholder micro-
management falls at the hear of the Company's ordinar 
 business operations. 

In this connection, the Commission has long recognzed that proposals relating to the 
promulgation, monitoring, compliance and enforcement of varous company standards of 
ethcs or codes of conduct can be excluded under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) as a matter of a 
company's ordinar business. As a result, a varety of stockholder proposals submitted to 
different companes over the years relating to creating, modifyng, monitoring and 
enforcing compliance with a company's code of conduct, ethics or other programs have 
been consistently excluded with Staff concurrence under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) as infrnging 
on management's core function of 
 being able to establish, oversee, monitor compliance 
with, amend or enforce such codes of conduct, codes of ethcs or other programs. See, 
e.g., Sprint Nextel Corooration (March 16, 2010)(proposal that sought to investigate why 
company has failed to adopt an ethcs code that is reasonably designed to deter 
wrongdoing by its CEO and to promote ethical conduct, securties laws compliance, and 
accountabilty for adherence to the ethics code by the CEO); Interational Business 
Machines Coi:oration (Januar 7,2010, reconsideration denied, Februar 22, 
2010)(proposal to restate and enforce traditional standards of ethcal behavior properly 
omitted under Rule 14a-8(i)(7)); American Express Company (Januar 22,2009) 

(proposal from Mr. Lindner that the company amend its Employee Code of Conduct "to 
include mandatory penalties for non-compliance" after an independent outside 
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compliance review of 
 the Code was properly excluded as related to the company's 
ordinar business operations (i.e., terms of 
 its code of conduct)); American Express Co. 
(Januar 23, 2007)(to same effect); Verizon Communcations Inc. (December 17, 
2008)(Proposal to form a Corporate Responsibility Committee to monitor the extent to 
which Verizon lives up to its claims pertaining to integrty, trstworthiness and reliability 
excluded as relating to Verizon's ordinar business operations (i.e., general adherence to 
ethical business practices)); Monsanto Comoanv (November 3, 2005)(proposal to 
establish an ethics oversight committee to "insure compliance with Monsanto's Code of 
Conduct, the Monsanto Pledge, and applicable laws, rules and regulations" excluded as 
relating to ordinar business operations (i.e., general conduct of a legal compliance 
program); Costco Wholesale Corp. (December 11, 2003)(proposal requesting "a thorough 
code of ethics that would also address issues of 
 bribery and corrption" excluded as 
relating to the company's ordinar business operations (i.e., the terms of its code of 
ethcs)); Intel Corporation (March 18, 1999)(Proposal to implement an employee Bil of 
Rights excluded as relating to the management of the workforce); AMOCO Coi:. 
(F ebruar 10, 1998)(Proposal requesting revisions to code of ethics excluded because it 
related to ordinar business operations (i.e., the terms of 
 its corporate code of ethics)); 
Lockheed Marin Corporation (Januar 29, 1997)(proposal to evaluate whether the 
company has a legal compliance program that adequately reviews conflcts of interest and 
the hiring of former governent offcials and employees and to prepare a report on its 
findings was properly excluded under former Rule 14a-8(c)(7) (i.e., employment related 
matters)); USX Corporation (December 28, 1995)(proposal to adopt and maintain a 
comprehensive Code of Ethics omitted since it dealt with a matter relating to the 
company's ordinar business operations (i.e., the ters of a corporate Code of Ethcs)); 
McDonald's Corporation (March 19, 1990)(proposal to adopt and implement a "code of 
business conduct" to establish policies and "etmcal" guidelines to address the conduct of 
the company's management and employees as well as the company's relationship with its 
customers, franchisees, shareholders and other constituencies excluded as a matter of the 
company's ordinar business). In arving at a position, the staff paricularly noted in 
McDonald's that the proposal appears to be directed at the content and the 
implementation of standards on such matters as the conduct of the company's 
management, the company's employee/employer relations, the company's customer and 
business policies and the company's relationship with its shareholders. In the Division's 
view, these matters involve decisions dealing with the company's business operations as 
ilustrated by the company's existing policies with respect to the conduct of directors and 
offcers, employment policies on affative action and equal employment opportty 
and varous other organizational policies, deparents, and committees. As in each of the 
above letters, the same result should apply here to exclude the instant Proposal as a 
matter of ordinary business for IBM under Rule 14a-8(i)(7). 

At IBM, it is a fudamental management fuction to assure compliance with the 
Company's internal ethics and compliance policies, as well as its legal and regulatory 
responsibilities. To ths end, IBM's Business Conduct Guidelines (BCGs) is our global 
code of 
 business conduct, standards, and values, for IBM directors, executive offcers and 
employees. 

See ww.ibm.com/investor/ governance/business-conduct-guidelines. wss 
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The IBM BCGs provide direction on a variety of issues common to every IBM employee. 
In addition, as a supplement to our BCGs, IBM has also created an additional set of 
guidelines for employees who deal with governent-owned entities. These employees 
are also required to comply with the IBM Governent Client Guidelines (GCGs). 

See htt://ww.ibm.com/investor/pdf/imidelines.pdf
 


Each IBMer is required to understand and comply with both the BCGs and, as applicable, 
the GCGs, and to exercise good 
 judgment at all times. Since IBM's reputation for 
integrty and business are never to be taken for granted, a violation of any IBM guideline 
may result in disciplinar action, including dismissaL.
 


The introductory section of our BCGs highights the dynamic natue of our industr, and 
our ongoing need to ensure that we operate in a legal and ethcal maner. 

As IBM employees, we frequently encounter a varety of ethical and legal 
questions. There are no shortcut formulas or automatic answers to the choices we 
have to make in business today; however, we should decide these questions in 
ways that are consistent with IBM's values. In some instances, the Business 
Conduct Guidelines wil only be able to provide a baseline standard for our 
actions--but underlying these guidelines are the values we share as IBMers: 

. Dedication to every client's success
 


. Inovation that matters-- for our company and for the world
 


. Trust and personal responsibility in all relationships
 


As simple statements, our values may not provide obvious answers in all 
instances, but they give--or should give--very clear reasons why we make the 
choices we do. You wil have many opportties to make such choices in 
situations that are not covered by these Business Conduct Guidelines. But you 
wil not come across a major decision at IBM where our values would not be 
applicable. And because of the values we share, you wil never encounter a 
situation where actions contrar to our Business Conduct Guidelines are 
acceptable for an IBMer. 

In IBM, the Chief 
 Executive Offcer and senior executives are responsible for 
setting standards of business ethcs and'overseeing compliance with these
 


standards. It is the individual responsibilty of each IBM employee to comply 
with these standards.
 


In all instances every employee must obey the law and act ethcally. IBM's 
Business Conduct Guidelines provide general guidance for resolving a varety of 
legal and ethical questions for employees of IBM, including its subsidiares and 
affliates. Employees who work in marketing and specialized areas such as 
governent procurement and regulatory matters (e.g., environmental, export, tax 
and customs) must also comply with additional functional guidelines. 
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Our industr continues to undergo signficant changes. As a whole, these changes
 


make the ways in which we do business more complex. Because of the 
continuing need to reassess and clarfy our practices, the contents of these 
Guidelines wil be kept online and updated as required. 

Each section of these Guidelines covers an area in which we have responsibilities 
to IBM as employees: 

. Personal conduct and protection of IBM's assets 

. Obligations in conducting IBM's business with other people and
 


organzations 
· Conflcts of interest and other considerations affecting IBM that may arise 

on our own time 

Because rapid changes in our industr constantly present new ethical and legal 
issues, no set of guidelines should be considered the absolute last word under all 
circumstances. If 
 you have any questions about interpreting or applying these 
Guidelines--or about guidelines and procedures published by IBM or its operating 
unts, subsidiares or specific fuctions, such as the Public Sector Guidelines--it is
 


your responsibility to consult your manager or IBM counsel. A violation of any 
IBM guidelines can result in disciplinar action, including dismissaL. 

See ww.ibm.com/investor/ governance/business-conduct -guidelines. wss 

In order to provide centralized and independent oversight of IBM's ethics and 
compliance programs, IBM has also established a Corporate Trust & Compliance Offce 
(CTCO). The CTCO is led by IBM's Vice President, Assistant General Counsel, Chief 
Trust & Compliance Offcer and Co-Lead Sales and Distrbution Legal. Her global team 
of compliance professionals works with IBM employees around the world to help ensure 
that IBM conducts business with integrty and is a model of compliance with legal and 
regulatory requirements everyhere in the world the Company does business. The team 
also administers IBM's global BCGs certification and education program. 

See htt://ww.ibm.com/investor/ governance/corporate-trst -and-compliance. wss
 


Finally, IBM's Audit Committee is responsible for reviewing reports of 
 the Company's 
financial results, audits, interal controls and adherence to IBM's Business Conduct 
Guidelines in compliance with applicable laws and regulations including federal 
procurement requirements. See htt://ww.ibm.com/investor/governance/board-of
directors/ commttees-of-the-board. wss#audit 

In short, given that virtally all levels oflBM's own internal management are already 
integrally involved in the promulgation, modification, adminstration and enforcement of 
our Business Conduct Guidelines as well as our Goverent Conduct Guidelines, IBM 
believes Proposal #2 may also be omitted from our proxy materials because it deals with 
matters relating to IBM's ordinar business operations. IBM's Business Conduct 
Guidelines (as well as our Governent Conduct Guidelines) are reviewed on a regular 
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basis by management, and the administration of our Guidelines is so fudamental to 
management's ability to ru a company on a day-to-day basis that they could not, as a 
practical matter, be subject to shareholder oversight. As such, we submit that both 
Proposal #1 and Proposal #2 can be excluded under Rule 14a-8(i)(7), as relating to IBM's 
ordinar business operations. The Company therefore respectfully requests that no 
enforcement action be recommended to the Commission if the Company excludes 
Proposal #1 and Proposal #2 under Rule 14a-8(i)(7). 

5. Proposal #3 May Also Be Excluded Under Rule 14a-8(i)(8) because that Proposal 
Relates to the Election of Directors. 

We believe that Proposal #3 is also fully excludable pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(8), which 
rule permits the exclusion of shareholder proposals "relat(ing) to an election for 
membership on a company's board of directors or analogous governng body." The 
purose of the exclusion is to ensure that the shareholder proposal process is not used to 
circumvent more elaborate rules governng election contests. The Commission has stated 
that "the principal purose of the provision is to make clear, with respect to corporate 
elections, that Rule 14a-8 is not the proper means for conducting campaigns or effecting 
reforms in elections ofthat natue since other proxy rules ... are applicable thereto." 
Exchange Act Release No. 12598 (July 7. 1976), 

In the instant case, and in addition to the reasons for exclusion ariculated earlier in 
connection with the Proponent's submission of multiple proposals, the Proponent's self-
nomination, which would expressly have IBM put the Proponent's "name appear on the 
IBM proxy along with my shareholder proposal(s) on the April 
 2011 proxy" (i.e. 
Proposal #3) is clearly violative of 
 Rule 14a-8(i)(8), and should be excluded on the basis 
of such Rule. See West Town Bancoro. Inc. (June 13, 2001) (self-nomination); Global 
TeleSvstems. Inc. (June 5, 2001) (self-nomination); Bull & Bear U.S. Governent 
Securities Fund. Inc. (July 16, 1998) (self-nomination); Boonton Electronics Corporation 
(March 14, 1997) (self-nomination); Ambase Corporation (December 30, 1996) (self
nomination); Scott & Strngfellow. Inc. (June 12, 1996) (self-nomination). 

In ths connection, ths Proposal does not relate to an election contest. Rather, the 
Proponent wants his own name included in the IBM Droxv materials as a candidate for 
election to the IBM Board of Directors together with his other shareholder proposal(s). It
 


is therefore clear that Rule 14a-8(i)(8), as presently in force, is applicable to ths 
situation. Such rule precludes a stockholder pmposal from utilizing IBM's proxy 
statement in order to seek membership on IBM's Board of 
 Directors. In short, since the 
Proponent has impermissibly attempted to utilize the Company's proxy materials in order 
to gain membership on the Company's Board of Directors, Proposal #3 does not in any 
way constitute notice of an independent solicitation. As such, Rule 14a-8(i)(8) therefore 
should clearly preclude such Proposal from being included in IBM's 2011 proxy 
materials. Hence, the Company requests that no enforcement action be recommended to 
the Commssion if 
 Proposal #3 is also excluded under Rule 14a-8(i)(8). 
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6. The Proposals may also be omitted under Rule 14a-8(i)(I) as they are not proper
subjects for action by stockholders under New York State Law.

Section 701 ofthe Business Corporation Law of the State of New York, the law of the
state of IBM's incorporation, provides that the business of a corporation shall be managed
under the direction of its board of directors. Nothing in the law of the State of New York
empowers IBM stockholders to take any of the actions ariculated in any of the Proposals
at the Company's 2011 Anual Meeting. Inasmuch as the instant Proponent would have
our stockholders take the actions described in the Proposals, the Proposals also violate
New York law. And, since the Proposals are improper subjects for shareholder action
under New York State law, the Company believes that the Proposals may be omitted
from the Company's proxy materials pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(1) and respectfully
requests that no enforcement action be recommended to the Commission if it excludes
the Proposals on the basis of Rule 14a-8(i)(1).

CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing analysis, we respectfully request that the Staff confirm that it wil
take no enforcement action ifIBM excludes the Proposals from its 2011 Proxy Materials
for the reasons set forth above. IBM would be pleased to provide the Staff with any
additional information, and answer any questions that you may have regarding ths letter.

Weare sending the Proponent a copy of ths submission. Rule 14a-8(k) provides that a
stockholder proponent is required to send a company a copy of any correspondence that
the proponent elects to submit to the Commssion or the Staff. As such, the Proponent is
respectfully reminded that ifhe elects to submit additional correspondence to the
Commission or the Staff with respect to any o(the Proposals, a copy of that
correspondence should concurently be fushed directly to my attention in accordance
with Rule 14a-8(k). My fax number is 845-491-3203 and the Proponent's fax number is

 

Than you for your attention to ths matter.

Sincerely yours,

~~~it1 O~IÖ
Senior Counsel

copy with attachments to:

Mr. Peter W. Lindner
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Mr. Lindner's Shareholder Proposal on Truth Commision and EEOC
For IBM's Annual Shareholder Meeting April 2011

Sunday, October 31,20105:27 PM
Via fax: 845-491-3203

Stuar Moskowitz, Esq.

c/o Secretary of the Corporation Andrew Bonzani
IBM
Corporate HQ
Aronk, NY
RE: Shareholder Proposal of Peter Lindner

Proposal

This Shareholder Proposal has two components and relate especially to matters of socially
important issues, namely discrimination:

1. The proposal setting up a Truth Commission for EEOC problems against IBM employees
with a complete report and recommendation within 1 year for inspection prior to the
fiing date for Shareholder Proposals for the next year.

2. The proposal sub-topic that IBM comply with ESI (electronically stored information) as
required by FRCP 26 of Dec2006, especially for discrimination cases that involve the
EEOC

I also hereby declare myself as a candidate for the IBM Board of Directors, and wish to have my
name appear on the IBM Proxy along with my shareholder proposal(s) on the April 2011 Proxy.

Details:

IBM shall set up a Truth Commission to look into all discrimination matters of the past 15 years,
It shall be modeled after the Truth Commissions proposed (and sometimes cared out) relative to
(for example)

. Truth Commssion on Apareid in South Africa
'. Truth Commission to Investigate Bush-Cheney Administration Abuses proposed in the

US Congress

As CEO Sam Palmisano wrtes in IBM's Business Conduct Guidelines of Januar 2009 that IBM
wil do more than the minimum that the law requires.

"At one level, the IBM Business Conduct Guidelines are a document of conduct we
establish for ourselves to help us comply with laws and good ethical practices. We
regularly review and update it as business and the world at large become more complex,
and as the need for such guidelines becomes greater."

Secondly, IBM as a leader in data processing for over 100 years, should strctly obey evidentiar

rules in discrimination cases with regard to providing electronically stored information (ESI) to
Plaintiffs as is required by the revised Federal Rules of Civil Procedure1 (PRCP) 26, and for

1 The SDNY refers to FRCP 26, 33 and 34, with FRCP 26 entitled "Duty to Disclose; General Provisions Governing

Discovery". Although the text is somewhat dense and tough to read / understad, the concept is that computer data
(electroiucally stored information, email, Microsoft Word files, Excel spreadsheets) should be given to the opponent
prior to the opponent asking for them. Moreover, if some documents are covered by Attorney-Client privilege, a list
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example, as required in discrimination cases by the Southern Distrct of New York (SDNY) of
October 11, 2007, which specifies the personnel records. These documents should be searchable
(in "native" format) rather than fax copies that cannot be searched. This especially should apply
to all cases at IBM involving the EEOC (Equal Employment Opportunity Commission), since
that involves discrimination.

If IBM objects to one of the two items, then I ask that they be separated, especially so that the
ESI for EEOC cases be voted upon, which would give IBM compliance under FRCP 26 (as
amended December 2006) to "employees", who usually are fiing for cases of discriination,
either under varous statutes, such as OWBPA (Older Worker Benefit Protection Act) and Title
vn of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

Backt:round

Mr. Peter Lindner was in a class-action suit on age-discrimination entitled Syverson v IBM Case
No. C 03-04529 RM and 461 F.3d 1147 (in California) that "has been resolved."

Mr. Lindner was allegedly also wronged by IBM in getting ajob with a vendor, which became
Lindner v IBM, et al 06 cv 4751 SDNY. The full name of the case is Peter W. Lindner, Plaintifv
lntemational Business Machines Corporation, Robert Vanderheyden, Heather Christo Higgins,
John Doe #1, And John Doe #2,Defendants 06 Civ. 4751 (RJS) (DFE).

However IBM refused to "Produce the 'personnel records' concernng the plaintiff as defined,,2
by the SDNY. Moreover, IBM turned over documents that were fax copies, and thus not
searchable by Personal Computers (pes) in an attempt to make it diffcult to access the
infonnation. IBM also alleged (wrongly) to federal judge on June 5, 2009 that all EST had been
turned over when it was not:

II. Plaintif's Letter Motion to Compel Electronic Discoverv

Plainti also seeks to compel Defendants to produce unspeciñed electonically

stored information in metadata format. Plaitiffs suggesion that Defendats have faied to

provide electronicaly stored information is disingenuous as Defendants advised Plaitiff via

letter on Februar 20, 2009 tht in resonding to discover requests, Defendants seached for
hard copy and eleconically stored records that are responsive and produced any and al such
records.

When Mr. Lindner pointed out on June 15,2009 an emaiI sent by IBM (specifically by
IBM'er Ron Janik) indicating that the prospective employer Wunderman had asked for a
reference on Mr. Lindner, and that this relevant email was not tured over, IBM did not produce

of such documents should be given to the adversar, with the reasons for being "privileged" or exempt from
disclosure, stating plainly without compromising their privileged informtion what the nature of the confidential
information is.
htro:/ /www.law.comell.edu/rules/frcp/Rule26.htm

2 http://wwwl.nysd.uscourts.gov/cases/show.nho?db:=forms&id:=67

Also: ESI documents are referred to in "Order To Prepare Civil Case Management Plan" which talks about
"4. any issues relating to discovery of electronically stored information, including the costs of production
and the formes) in which such discovery should be produced."

A complete set of form is at:
http://wwwl. nvsd. uscour. ?:ov/forms. php

2
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the relevant documents, nor did IBM explain how this email (from Jank) was overlooked, nor
did IBM notify the Judge that IBM erroneously sworn that IBM had turned over all relevant ESI.

It is worth noting that even in an adversaral process such is the Federal Cour system, the
two sides voluntarly turn over ESI prior to the star of discovery. In other words, IBM should
not have waited for a specific notice to compel their production of electronically stored
information, and in this case, did not even produce the computer searchable documents. Few
people can match the power of a corporation, and IBM in paricular. For IBM to make it
difficult to use a computer to search records is opposite to the goal of IBM when it was founded
over 100 years ago, and is contrar to the wishes of data processing experts everyhere.

IBM was aware that Mr. Lindner is gay (as well as having donated to Lesbian and Gay
charties), was par of the IBM Gay and Lesbian Employee group and had come outto both his
manager Tim Bohling and later his group leader Robert Vanderheyden. This is a matter of gay
discrimination as well as age discrimination. Studibs have shown that stock prices drop with age
discrimination cases, so it makes economic sense a~ well as social justice to stop discrimination
and obey the law fully. The "rules" on discovery ate a "duty", and IBM should ober the law
rather than try to evade it. IBM should lead by exalple in providing electronically stored
information - if IBM won't do it, who wil?

Finally, Mr. Lindner brought tils issue up to the US Second Circuit Court of Appeals,
since IBM won on summary judgment in the lowerlcour without having Mr. Lindner presenting
his side. The Second Circuit curiously voided the appeal, even though allegations of misconduct
and witness tapering (and violations of 18 USC §11512 and 18 use §1512(b)(3) were alleged
on 3 or more separate events in or about August 2009, October 2009, and August 2010).
Specifically, Mr. Lindner alleged that IBM did tamper with witnesses in 06cv4751 by
communicating to potential witnesses (IBM Vendors) in violation of 18 USC § 15 12(e), without
the defendant's (IBM'sJ "sole intention was to encÓurage, induce, or cause the other person to

testify trthfully":

)

"(e) In a prosecution for an offense under this section, it is an affirmative defense, as to
which the defendant has the burden of proo~ by a preponderance of the evidence, that

the conduct consisted solely of lawful conduct and that the defendant's sale intention was
to encourage, induce, or cause the other person to testify truthfully. "
(TITE 18)0 PART 1)0 CHAPTER 73)0 § 1512. Tampering with a witness, victim, or aninformant) I
htto://www.law.comell.edu/uscode/18/uscsee 18 00001512----000-.html 

I

IBM's CEO Sam Palmisano evades/avoids answlerin~ direct Question in April 2010
I
i

In the April 27,2010 Annual IBM Shareholders' Meeting in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Mr.
Lindner asked CEO Sam Palrrsano point blan abput the legal requirement of releasing
information in ESI fonnat, and Mr. Palmisano claimed he was not aware of the law - since he's
not a lawyer. I noted to Mr. Palmisano that the gerltleman next to him was a NY State Lawyer

, '" ,¡" humow", "tutio~ oomody "Cmb You' EnttiU""m,j 'n the ep'",de about a Nat've Amer"n oontra~to I
gardener entitled "Wandenng Bear," a nasty woman refuses to pay the fee for some work done, and then she insults
the gardener who says: "There's no need to say that, you're a/better person than that." (The varous people who
know her in the background say: "No, she's not.") So, as the US Supreme Court said that a corporation is like a
person (in Citzens United versus Federal Election Commission, Januar 21, 2010), then IBM should be a better
person / corporation than that. I; 3

!
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and the Secretary of the Corporation, and instead of getting Andrew Bonzani, Esq. VP in Generali

Counsel's Offce, to answer, Mr. Palmisano made f¡n that I mispronounced Mr. Bonzani's name,
and then cut me off without letting me finish or without answering a simple straight forward
question.

IBM refused to give me the video of 
that incident, and as best I can tell, refused to give me the

offcial text I transcript of that information, which ~ requested in writing to IBM's lawyers, so
that the Shareholders can see for themselves the disrespect Mr. Palmisano had for supplying such
information to the Shareholders, and perhaps in vidlation of SEC rules for giving incomplete or
misleading information as applied to sanctioned CÓrporate events, to wit: Shareholders
Meetings.

I

Peter tv. Lindner
 

 
 
 

 

PS: I am wiling to work with IBM to refine, reduJ, and streamine this proposal (or two
proposals) in a spirit of cooperation, in case IBM finds it too long, cumbersome, failing to meet
IBM or SEC requirements for Shareholder ProposJis, or wish to be more succinct in wording this
proposal. I also wish to work with IBM to have Il3M implement this proposal on their own,
without Shareholders voting, if IBM wil so impier' ent it in the next 12 months.

PPS: Mr. Lindner asserts as per IBM and SEC req irements that he owns more than $2,000
wort of IBM shares (perhaps $10,000 or more).

. I' OM. I ò/¡, /S. ~ ¡. /~i O.

4
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History:

IBM Shareholder Proposal for April 2011 on EEOC compliance for ESI
Peter Lindner to: Andrew Bonzani 10/31/201006:37 PM
Cc: "Peter Barbur", "CFLetters at SEC"
Custom expiration date: 1 0/31/2011

This message has been replied to and forwarded.

1 attachment

~
IBM Shareholder Proposal ver a for Apr 2011 of Mr. Lindner on Truth Commission and EEOC.pdf

Mr. Bonzani:

I was surprised that at the April 2010 Shareholder Meeting both you and CEO Sam Palmisano refused to
answer a direct question on whether Electronically Stored Information (ESI) was mandated by US Law;
specifically: FRCP 26 as revised in Dec2006 by the US Supreme Court. I feel Mr. Palmisano gave
misleading information to Shareholders by saying he did not know, since he was not a lawyer, whether
that was true, and when I pointed out that you as a NY State lawyer and as Secretary of the IBM
Corporation was seated right next to him, Mr. Palmisano mocked me for mispronouncing your name, and
then refused to answer the question, or give it to you to answer, and then cut me off from answering.

Also, to the best of my knowledge, ESI including the videotape of that question and of the entire meeting
was not turned over to me, to prove my allegations, nor was a transcript, nor an audio tape -- all 3 of which
I requested. I may be mistaken, in that you sent them to me, and i overlooked it. Please cooperate with
me and the SEC so we can determine what Sam said, and whether Sam gave misleading information to
the IBM Shareholders in April 2010 in Wisconsin. I also wish to have made pUblic all information as to
whether IBM may have violated US laws, specifically 18 USC §1512 on Tampering with Witnesses (etc) in
06cv4751 Lindner v IBM, et aI., and whether IBM did contact via email said witnesses without the "sole
intent" of encouraging the witnesses to tell the truth, as per 18 USC §1512 (e).

Finally, I wish to be on the April 2011 proxy as both a nominee for Director and to have both shareholder
proposals on compliance with EEOC and ESllaws, just as IBM complies in its public statements with
saying IBM shall respect all candidates regardless of age, race, religion (etc.).

If my document fails to meet specific requirements, then I wish to amend it to meet such requirements as
word length or readability, or any other failure, including have 2 proposals, the more important of which is
having IBM comply with EEOC suits by providing in advance all relevant ESI.

i have also faxed this to you c/o Mr. Moskowitz's fax, and sent via USPS.

Regards,
Peter

Peter Lindner
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International Business Machines Corporation
Corporate Legal Department
One New Orchard Road, Mail Stop 329
Armonk, New York :i0504

 
 November 9,2010

Mr. Peter Lindner
 

 
  

Dear Mr. Lindner:

Please let ths serve to acknowledge IBM's receipt on October 31, 2010 of your four (4) page fax

submission, which included thee (3) shareholder proposals that you want to have included in
IBM's 2011 proxy statement. Since your submission involves a matter relatig to IBM's 2011

anual meetig, and since your October 31 submission contais a number of procedural
defects, I am sending you ths letter under Rule 14a-8 of the federal proxy rules to ensure that
you understad the procedural defects in your submission and timely satisfY al requirements
in connection with your submission by providing me al of the inormation I have outled for

you in ths letter.

In order to be eligible to submit a stockholder proposal, you must have contiuously held at
least $2,000 in market value, or 1%, of the company's securties entitled to be voted on the
proposal at the meetig for at least one year by the date you submit the proposal. You must
contiue to hold those securities through the date of the meetig. Since you are the registered
holder of your securities, which means that your name appears in the company's records as a
shareholder, we have been able to verify your eligibilty on our own, although you sti have to
provide the company with a wrtten statement that you intend to contiue to hold the
securities though the date of the meeting of shareholders. Under Rule 14a-8, each
shareholder may submit no more than one proposal for a parcular shareholders' meetig.
These same rules also require that the proposal you submit, including any accompanyig
supportg statement, may not exceed a total of 500 words. In reviewig your 4 page
submission, I note that it raises thee separate proposals: (i) the first proposal is for IBM to
establish a 1Ìth Commission for EEOC problems; (ii) the second proposal is to have IBM
comply with ESI (electronically stored information) as required by FRCP 26 of December 2006;
and (il) the thd proposal is that you wish to have your name appear as a candidate for the

IBM Board of Directors on the IBM proxy along with your other two proposals.

As noted above, your submission of three proposals does not comport with the proxy rules. In

addition, your four page submission is not compliant with Rule 14a-8, since it contas well in

excess of 500 words. However, you may remedy these procedural deficiencies if you timely
correct them. If you wish to have IBM furter consider the substance of your submission

under the Commission's proxy rules, you must revise your submission by including al of the
inormation I've described in ths letter and resubmit a single proposal to me that contais no
more than 500 words. You must postmark or transmit your revised submission electronicaly
to my attention no later than 14 days from the date you receive ths notiication. Please note

that the company reserves the right to omit your submission under the applicable provisions of
Rule 14a-8. We wil provide you with copies of any correspondence we may send to the SEC in

C:\Vaii SctliredmriiiIoi\\1y ()\SiuID\UrdOC 2UI I . AdcI'1ed&em\ oflieopl ofl'~I, and Rcqucio Cureddecdo 1
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connection with ths proposal as required under Rule 14a-8, and respectfully request that you 
do the same. Than you for your attention and interest in IBM and ths matter. 

Sincerely yours, 

s~ f\oJwi
 

Stuar Moskowitz
 

Senior Counsel 
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International Business Machines Corporaton
Corporate Legal Department

One New Orchard Road, Mail Stop 3:19
Armonk, New York i0504

 
 November 9,2010

Mr. Peter Lindner
 

 
  

Dea Mr. Lindner:

Pleae let ths serve to acknowledge 18Ms receipt on October 31, 2010 of 
your four (4) page fa

submission, which :Icluded three (3) shareholder proposals tht you want to have inCluded in
IBM's 2011 proxy statement. Since your 6ubmìssion iIvolves a mater relatig to IBM's 2011

annual meetig, and since your October 31 submission contas a number of procedur
defects, I am sendig you ths letter under Rule 14a-8 of the federa proxy rues to ensure th
you understad the procedural defects in your submiSSiOn and timely satisfy al requiements
in connection with Y01) submission by provding me al of the iiormation I have outled for
you in ths letter.

In order to be eligible to submit a stockholder proposal, you must have contiuously held at
least $2,000 ln maket value, or 1%, of the company's securities entitled to be voted on the
proposal at the meetig for at least one year by the date you submit the proposa. You must
contiue to hold those securities though the date of the meetig. Since you are the registered
holder of your secuties, which means tht your nae appeas in the company's records as a
shareholder, we have been able to ver1 your eligibilty on our own, although you sill have to

provide the company with a wrtten statement that you intend to contiue to hold the

securties though the date of the meeting of shareholders. Under Rule 14a.8. each
shareholder may submit no more than one proposal for a parcular shaeholders' meetig.

These same rules also require that the proposal you submit. including any accompanyig
supportg statement, may not exceed a tota of 500 words. In revewg your 4 page
submission, 1 note Uiat it raises thee separate proposals: (i the fist proposal is for IBM to

establih a Trth Coi:sion for EEOC problems; (ill the second proposal is to have IBM
comply with ESI (electronicaly stored iiormationJ as requied by FRCP 26 of December 2006;
and (ii) the thd proposal Is that you wish to have your name appear as a cadidate for the
IBM Board of Directors on the IBM proxy along w:lth your other two proposals.

Ñ3 noted above, your submission of thee proposals does not comport w1th the proxy rues. In

addition. your four page submission is not compliant with Rule 14a-8, since it contas well in

excess of 500 words. However, you may remedy these procedural defìciendes jf you tiely
correct them. If you wih to have IBM furter consider the substace of your submission
under the Commission's pra.X) rues, you must revise your submission by includig al of the

iIormation I've described in ths letter and resubmit a single proposal to me that contas no
more than 500 words. You must postmaTk Or' transmit your revsed submiSSiOn electronica
to my attention no later than 14 days from the date you receive tWs notication. Pleae note

that the company reserves the right to omit your submision under the applicable proVisions of
Rile l4a"8. We wi provide you with copies of any correspondence we may send to the SEe in
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----- Forwarded by Peter Barbur/NY/Cravath on 11/10/201009:15 AM ____

 

11/10/201009:02 AM

To "Peter Barbur. Esq." .:PBarburtQcravath.com;:

cc "CFLetters at SEC" .:CFLetter(gsec.gov;:

Subject IBM: You have broken our agreement

Mr. Barbur:

I specifically requested that all communications from IBM be in ESI, as per NY State, SONY laws and SEC
rules.

I just got a fax from Mr. Markowitz.

Please send it to me, cc: the SEC, in ESI searchable format

Also, Mr. Markowitz (as best I can tell) does not tell me specifically what is wrong, but rather just re-states
the SEC rules.

One of those rules is owning $2,000 worth of IBM shares for over 2 years. i have complied with that, so
either Mr. Markowitz is lying, intending to deceive me, or he's really not being responsive to my S/H
proposal.

Please have him therefore by tomorrow noon, email me the document, with any actual defects, and also if
he has any questions, rather than assume the worst (e.g. I don't own IBM shares, which by the way, Mr.
Markowitz i believe has the capacity to find out), then just ask me. And if I am over 500 words, is he
including my footnotes and other miscellaneous background information, or just the S/H Proposal(s)?

I don't want to bring this to Court.

Regards,
Peter

Peter Lindner
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To "Peter Barbur, Esq." ooPBarbur(Qcravath.com::

11/21/201008:58 PM
cc

Subjec Please ensure that this revised 500 word proposal gets on the IBM Shareholder
t proxy

Mr. Barbur:

Please forward this to the right parties, and give me Mr. Moskowitz's rejection letter in ESI searchable
format.

I can't find it, and I shouldn't have to. This issue may come up before the NY State or the SONY Federal
Courts, and by the terms of the law, should be in esi format.

Please both confirm receipt of this revised proposal, and of its status as accepted in its 3 parts:

1. EEOC and ESI

2. Code of Conduct

3. My self-nomination to the Board of Directors

And then make sure Mr. Moskowitz's original rejection letter and the one to be issued after today both be
in searchable ESI format, or indicate which law allows you to not do so.

Regards,
Peter

Peter Lindner

 
 

 

 

This e-mail is confidential and may be privileged. Use or
disclosure of it by anyone other than a designated addressee is
unauthorized. If you are not an intended recipient, please delete
thi s e-mail from the computer on which you received it.
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Mr. Lindner's Shareholder Proposal on Truth Commission and EEOC
 

For IBM's Annual Shareholder Meeting April 2011
 


Sunday, November 21,20104:03 PM
 

Via fax: 845-491-3203
 


Peter T. Barbur, Esq. of Cravath Swaine pharbur((vcravatli.coii 
Stuart Moskowitz, Esq. 
c/o Andrew Bonzani, Vice President, Assistant General Counsel & Assistant Secretary of IBM 
IBM 
Corporate HQ 
Armonk, NY 
RE: Shareholder Proposal of Peter Lindner 

Proposals 

me paper, which I can NOT find, and I specifically requested ESI. 
If you as IBM cannot do that, then clearly you are playing games to frustrate this submission. 
Firstly: Mr. Moskowitz send 
 

This Shareholder Proposal has two components and both relate especially to matters of socially 
important issues, namely discrimination: 

i. The proposal that IBM comply with ESI (electronically stored information) as required 
by FRCP 26 of Dec2006, especially for discrimination cases that involve the EEOC. 
This proposal is attached and is exactly 500 words using MS Word to count including 
footnotes, but not including the title. 

2. The proposal setting up a Truth Commission for EEOC problems against IBM employees 
with a complete report and recommendation within J year for inspection prior to the 
filing date for Shareholder Proposals for the next year. This proposal is attached and is 
exactly 432 words using MS Word to count, but not including its title. 

I also hereby declare myself as a candidate for the IBM Board of Directors, and wish to have my 
name appear on the IBM Proxy along with my shareholder proposal(s) on the April 2011 Proxy. 

If IBM objects to one of the two items, then I ask that they be separated. 

If IBM objects to having 2 items for reasons of its by-laws (or SEC rules do not permit it), then I 
ask for the EEOC-ESI proposal be the sole proposal. 

upon, which would give IBM complianceI especially want the ESI for EEOC cases be voted 
 

under FRCP 26 (as amended December 2006) to "employees", who usually are filing for cases of 
discrimination, either under various statutes, such as OWBP A (Older Worker Benefit Protection 
Act) and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. 

Details: 

Firstly, IBM as a leader in data processing for over 100 years, should strictly obey evidentiary 
. rules in discrimination cases with regard to providing electronically stored information (ESI) to 



Plaintiffs as is required by the revised Federal Rules of Civil Procedure i (FRCP) 26, ane! for 
example, as required in discrimination cases by the Southern District of New York (SONY) of 
October i 1,2007, which specifies the personnel records. These documents should be searchable 
(in "native" format) rather than fax copies that cannot be searched. This especially should apply 
to all cases at IBM involving the EEOC (Equal Employment Opportunity Commission), since 
that involves discrimination. 

Second proposal is that IBM shall set up a Truth Commission to look into all discrimination
 

matters of the past 15 years, It shall be modeled after the Truth Commissions proposed (and
 

sometimes carried out) relative to (for example)
 


. Truth Commission on Apartheid in South Africa 

. Truth Commission to Investigate Bush-Cheney Administration Abuses proposed in the 
US Congress 

As CEO Sam Palmisano writes in IBM's Business Conduct Guidelines of January 2009 that IBM 
will do more than the minimum that the law requires. 

"At one level, the IBM Business Conduct Guidelines are a document of conduct we 
establish for ourselves to help us comply with laws and good ethical practices. We 
regularly review and update it as business and the world at large become more complex, 
and as the need for such guidelines becomes greater." 

Background 

Mr. Peter Lindner was in a class-action suit on age-discrimination entitled Syverson v IBM Case 
No. C 03-04529 RMW and 46 i F.3d i 147 (in California) that "has been resolved." 

Mr. Lindner was allegedly also wronged by IBM in getting ajob with a vendor, which became 
Lindner v IBM, et ((/ 06 cv 4751 SDNY. The full name of the case is Peter W. Lindner, Plaint(tli' 
International Business Machines Corporation, Rohert Vanderheyden, Heather Christo Higgins, 
John Doe #1, And John Doe #2,Defendants 06 Civ. 4751 (RJS) (DFE). 

However IBM refused to "Produce the 'personnel records' concerning the plaintiff as defined"" 
by the SDNY. Moreover, IB'M turned over documents that were fax copies, and thus not 
searchable by Personal Computers (PCs) in an attempt to make it difficult to access the 
information. IBM also alleged (wrongly) to federal judge on June 5, 2009 that all ESI hac! been 
turned over when it was not: 

i The SDNY refers to FRCP 26, 33 and 34, with FRCP 26 entiiled "Duty to Disclose; General Provisions Governing 

Discovery". Although the lext is somewhat dense and iough 10 read / understand, ihe concept is thai computer daia 
to ihe opponent 

prior to the opponent asking for them. Moreover, if some documents are covered by Allorney-Client privilege, a list 
of such documenls should be given to the adversary, with the reasons for being "privileged" or exempt from 
disclosure, stating plainly without compromising their privileged information what the nature of the confidential 
information is. 
http://wl.viv.lillv.come!l.cduirulc~/fl(.J)/RlIIc2(i.htm 

(electronically stored information, email, Microsofi Word files, Excel spreadsheets) should be given 
 

2 liiip;//WI.V w I .il i."d .uSCl.liriè..g!lv¡C¡~'!S!sIi( 1~!.Jii.'il)-=Ú.f!i;i(~: i"Le'll¡ 

Also: ESI documents are referred to in "Order To Prepare Civil Case Management Plan" which ialks about 
"4. any issues relating to discovery of electronically stored information, including the costs of production 
and the form(s) in which such discovery should be produced." 

A complete set of forIlS is at:
 

ii II p:/ / \v1, IV I . n )~sçL!! ~0il~cgr).: / IU1JJ1'i!2i)
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II. Plaintiff's Letter' Motion to Compel Electronic Diseoverv
 


Plaintiff also seeks to compel Defendants to produce unspecified electronically 
stored information in metadata format. Plaintiffs suggestion that Defendants have failed to 
provide electronically stored information is disingenuous as Defendants advised Plaintiff via 
letter 011 Febmary 20, 2009 that in responding to discovery requests, Defendants searched for 
hard copy and electronically stored records that are respOlislve and produced any and all such 
records. 

When Mr. Lindner pointed out on June J 5,2009 an emaiJ sent by IBM (specifically by
 

IBM'er Ron Janik) indicating that the prospective employer Wunderman had asked for a
 


over, IBM did not produce
 

the relevant documents, nor did IBM explain how this email (from Janik) was overlooked, nor
 

did IBM notify the Judge that IBM erroneously sworn that IBM had turned over all relevant ESI.
 


reference on Mr. Lindner, and that this relevant emaiJ was not turned 

It is worth noting that even in an adversarial process such is the Federal Court system, the 
two sides voluntarily turn over ESI prior to the start of discovery. In other words, IBM should 
not have waited for a specific noticeto compel their production of electronically stored
 

information, and in this case, did not even produce the computer searchable documents. Few
 

people can match the power of a corporation, and IBM in particular. For IBM to make it
 

difficult to use a computer to search records is opposite to the goal of IBM when it was founded
 

over i 00 years ago, and is contrary to the wishes of data processing experts everywhere.
 


IBM was aware that Mr. Lindner is gay (as well as having donated to Lesbian and Gay
 

charities), was part of the IBM Gay and Lesbian Employee group and had come out to both his
 

manager Tim Bohling and later his group leader Robert Vanderheyden. This is a matter of gay 
discrimination as well as age discrimination. Studies have shown that stock prices drop with age
 

discrimination cases, so it makes economic sense as well as social justice to stop discrimination
 

and obey the Jaw fully. The "rules" 011 discovery are a "duty", and IBM should obel the law
 

rather than try to evade it. IBM should lead by example in providing electronically stored
 

information - ifIBM won't do it, who will?
 


Finally, Mr. Lindner brought this issue up to the US Second Circuit Court of Appeals,
 

since IBM won on summary judgmerit in the lower court without having Mr. Lindner presenting
 

his side. The Secone! Circuit curiously voided the appeal, even though allegations of misconduct
 

and witness tampering (and violations 01'18 USC § 15 i 2 and 18 USC § J 5 i 2(b )(3) were alleged
 

on 3 or more separate events in or about August 2009, October 2009, and August 2010). 
Specifically, Mr. Lindner alleged that IBM did tamper with witnesses in 06cv475 i by 
communicating to potential witnesses (IBM Vendors) in violation of 18 USC §15l2(e), without 
the defendant's ¡IBM'sl "sole intention was to encourage, induce, or cause the other person to 
testify truthfully": 

"(e) In a prosecution for an offense under this section, it is an affirmative defense, as to 
which the defendant has the burden of proof by a preponderance of the evidence, that 

-' In the humorous situaiion comedy "Curb Your Enthusiasm" in the episode aboUl a Native American contraclor / 
gardener entilled "Wandering Bear," a nasty woman refuses to pay the fee for some work done, and then she insults 
the gardencr who says: "There's no nced to say that, you're a better person than that." (The various people who 
know her in the background say: "No, she's not.") So, as the US Supreme Court said that a corporation is like a 
person (in Citizens United versus Federal Election Commission, January 21, 20 I 0), then IBM should be a belleI' 
person / corporation than that. 
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the conduct consisted solely of lawful conduct and that the defendant's sole intention was
to encourage, induce, or cause the other person to testify truthfully. "
rTITLE 18 ? PART I ? CHAPTER 73 ? § i 5 J 2. Tampering with a witness, victim, or an
informantJ
http:l/www.law.eornell.edu/uscode/18/use see 18 (JO()-ill~c12~ --()()U:.:lJtrrll

IBM's CEO Sam Palmisano evades/avoids answering direct Question in April 2010

In the April 27,20 I 0 Annual IBM Shareholders' Meeting in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Mr.
Lindner asked CEO Sam Palmisano point blank about the Jegal requirement of releasing
information in ESI format, and Mr. Palmisano claimed he was not aware of the law - since he's
not a lawyer. I noted to Mr. Palmisano that the gentleman next to him was a NY State Lawyer
and the Secretary of the Corporation, and instead of getting Andrew Bonzani, Esq. VP in General
Counsel's Office, to answer, Mr. Palmisano made fun that I mispronounced Mr. Bonzani' s name,
and then cut me off without letting me finish or without answering a simple straight forward
question.

IBM refused to give me the video of that incident, and as best I can telJ, refused to give me the
official text / transcript of that information, which I requested in writing to IBM's Jawyers, so
that the Shareholders can see for themselves the disrespect Mr. Palmisano had for supplying such
information to the Shareholders, and perhaps in violation of SEC rules for giving incomplete or
misleading information as applied to sanctioned Corporate events, to wit: Shareholders
Meetings.

Sincerely yours,

Peter W. Lindner
 

 
 
 

 

PS: I am willing to work with IBM to refine, reduce, and streamline this proposal (or two
proposals) in a spirit of cooperation, in case IBM finds it too long, cumbersome, failing to meet
IBM or SEC requirements for Shareholder Proposals, or wish to be more succinct in wording this
proposal. I also wish to work with IBM to have IBM implement this proposal on their own,
without Shareholders voting, if IBM will so implement it in the next 12 months.

PPS: Mr. Lindner asserts as per IBM and SEC requirements that he owns more than $2,000
worth of IBM shares (perhaps $10,000 or more). As of 8/27/2010, Mr. Lindner has IBM Stock
worth $6,508.

4
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Text of J)roposal 1: Enabling compliance with ERoe with computer searchable fies 

This proposal is to enable compliance with EEOC (Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission) rules to combat the socially important goal of non-discrimination with computer 
searchable files, as indicated in NY Federal Courts and in NYC Human Rights Laws. This 
would apply the most generous laws from NYC in getting ESI (electronically stored information) 
to those who file against IBM for discrimination. 

Just as IBM is a leader in not discriminating against gays, when it was legal to do so in some US 
States, so too IBM should as the nation's biggest computer firm, be a leader in providing what it 
does best: electronically readable/searchable files to their employees in such matter. Giving 
those employees (which the US Supreme Court said includes the "former" employees) computer 

just giving paper. Mr. Lindner knowssearchable data allows them to process it, instead of IBM 

from experience in his case 06cv3834 Lindner v IBM, Heather Christo, Bob Vanderheyden, et aI. 
that he was NOT given computer readable files, and asserts moreover, that a critical file was 
intentionally omitted. 

IBM as a leader in data processing for over 100 years, should strictly obey evidentiary rules in 
discrimination cases with regard to providing electronically stored information (ESI) to Plaintiffs 
as is required by the revised Federal Rules of Civil Procedure4 (FRCP) 26, and for example, as 
required in discrimination cases by the Southern District of New York (SDNY) of October 11, 
2007, which specifies the personnel records. These documents should be searchable (in "native" 
format) rather than fax copies that cannot be searched. This especially should apply to all cases 
at IBM involving the EEOC, since that involves discrimination. 

The ESI for EEOC cases be voted upon, which would give IBM compliance under FRCP 26 (as 
amended December 2006) to "employees", who usually are filing for cases of discrimination, 
either under various statutes, such as OWBPA (Older Worker Benefit Protection Act) and Title 
VII of 
 the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Mr. Lindner asked Sam Palmisano at the April 2010 
Shareholder Meeting whether IBM was meeting the legal requirements FRCP 26 revised in 
2006, and Mr. Palmisano dodged the question (saying he was not a lawyer), and then when Mr. 
Lindner pointed out that Mr. Andrew Bonzani, Secretary of the Corporation, next to him on the 
stage was a lawyer, Sam refused to answer, and went on to some other Shareholders. 

4 The SDNY refers (0 PRCP 26, 33 and 34, with PRCP 26 entitled "Duty to Disclose; General Provisions Governing 

Discovery". Although the texl is somewhat dense and tough to read / understand, the concept is thai computer data 
(electronically stored information, email, Microsol! Word files, Excel spreadsheets) should be given to the opponent 
prior to the opponent asking for them. Moreover, if some documents are covered by Allorney-Clienl privilege, a list 
of siich documents should be givenlO the adversary, with the reasons for being "privileged" or exempt from 
disclosure, stating plainly witliout compromising their privileged information what the nature of the confidential 
informaiion is. '
 

1)1 iJ 2:j/IYI\, \\~ L'J. \.v£r-:Ji~~I-i,-ç~liliIJJ1.idJl':iLl.s.lls.:l!:èJll1 
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Text of Proposal 2: Figuring out a Code of Conduct that works 

This proposal is to make the IBM Code of Ethics have some actual force. An alternative would 
be to abolish the Code of Ethics, however it is required by US Federal Law (Sarbanes-Oxley) 
which was passed in wake of Enron's theft of employee and shareholder money. 

Just like the US House of Representatives has a committee to protect the young pages from 
abuse, the IBM Code of Ethics protects IBM employees and other stakeholders. And similarly: 
the Speaker of the House J. Dennis Hastert knew for I to 3 years about sex ual harassment, but 
chose to 'investigate' by asking some casual questions and dropping the matter, and then a year 
later saying "In fact, no one was ever made aware of any sexually explicit email or text messages 
at any time." Protecting cronies has a higher value than abiding by a Code of Ethics.
 


Therefore, to improve the IBM Code of Ethics, it should be radically revised, with: 
. a study of all cases involving the IBM Code of Ethics within the past ten years,
 


. a survey of other firms and institutions that have had Ethics problems (including: the
 


Catholic Church, US Congress, Enron, American Express)
 


. a system of innovative rewards and punishments (see also "truth commissions" and
 


Prisoner's Dilemma); these include: 
o immediate dismissal for cause without pension, stock options - and 80% of that 

money be restitution to the victims 
o or a wrong-doer can admit errors and receive a 10% of his IBM benefits.
 


. This study project should represent all stakeholders and solicit ideas from outsiders via
 


the internet. 

This survey and proposal should be completed within a year and be funded sufficiently to do so. 

Managers turn a blind eye to infractions, even if they are personally involved. This ought to 
change with our help. And if you think that either this does not happen at IBM with 200,000 
employees or that it does not affect IBM morale and quality, then you are deluding yourself. 

The goal would be a trail blazing Code of Ethics, which is workable, and would not lead 
to some bad circumstances that the US has witnessed over the 1990's to the present in Fortune 
500 Companies in general and perhaps in IBM. 

Not to be too picky, but IBM's (I'DF) is listed on Google as a "Scanned Document" and is not 
searchable. This document should be an ESI (electronically stored information) thaI is 
searchable, and not as a photo that cannot be readily checked. One more piece of obstructionism 
from IBM. 

IBM Business Conduct Guidelines (195KE;) - Scannt~rlJ)(2ÇVJIl~¿E¡: 
bJJ.n..:lw~w. i b I1.COil!/i nve8.QXÚ2sJ f!HC(~.;?J)O~u.ÇjJ 
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Exhibit E
 


International Business Machines Corporation ("IBM") 

IBM's request to 
 exclude stockholder proposal from 
the Company's Proxy Statement pursuant to Rule 
14a-8 

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\My Documents\$user2\DOCS\exhibits to see no action letters re stockholdeiproposals.lwp 
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 03\!nyc.rr.com" !.
"prelsecasesl1ca,usCelurts.gov"; "US Court Of Appeels For The Second Clrcuil" "c¡seCkising(§C82.uscourts.goV'Tuesday, September 28, 2010 9:22 AM ,
OS-25-10_REVISEO_MOTION_FOR_RECONSIOERATION VERSION-i.pdr; USM ¡¡lamp on envelope to 2nd Circull,Jpg; Catharine O'Hagan Wellra, Clerk or Celur c-n
Assaull, Ballery and Tampering with Mail 10 Judges wilh phÕlOS.pdf ¡

~ect: I was denied due procass by SONY holding my mall IrOO 2nd Circull- Aiin: Margara¡ Lain and Joy Fallek Bnd Clsk Wellre

~argarel & Cle Wellf.: :
Pleasa sa. th anc()d docments whic I sumilled end wh wee danled due prOCII In Ihaihe SONY (or perlCls) unknown). ThIs confirms thellhe SONY inlerfelld with my timely

fiing to The COU, and thaI Judge Chin Imentioall)! or unintentinally ignoad the phase "an ban rensideralioo" and "recoiderli on His Honor's Own.

1) l.pecificallyaskedlOf II en bane, Bnd in violation 01 2nd Circuli Nles, a single judge Hi. Honor udge Chi' acted on th motion addressed 10 Iheenllre en bancof about 15 people. Onejudge does not an en ba make. I

Peter Lindner

From:
To:
Sent:
Attach:

. T~Ie: "MOTION AND DECLARATION FOR EN BANC RECONSIDERAf. ION OF COURT'S DISMISSAL OF APPEAL"

. Opning Perl!graph: "Plaiiitiffrespectfully moves this Court, en bane, for a re .1lsideration of its Order dismissing my appeal without consideration of
the merits. upon gl'Oinds that it lacked an arguable basis iii law or fact; ,.."

IOS_25_10_REVISED_MOTION_FOR_RECONSIDERATION_VERSloN-i.pdr¡ .

I

2) SONY stamped my document on raclved "August 5" end II was ieceived b)!lhe Second Circuii and senl back 10 me 11 day. later (iee pholo "USM Slamp on envelope to 2nd
Clrcu;LJp~") This .ioiles 18 use secLion 1512(b)(3) purushablo by 20 year imprisonmeni for aUejPLing 10 "ooley" or "hinder"the communI 

cellon 10 e Fedsral Judge aboul a possible federal

Crime (10 wit: wilMSI tampering by IBM Aug 2009), If II is knwingly done.

3) this pholo "USM Slamp On envelope to 2nd Clrcuiljpg" was in Ihe document 'Cølherlne O'Hagah Wolre, Clerk 01 Cour on Asaull, Bellery and Tampeling wilh Mail 10 Judges w,lh
photoS.pdr' on lhe next 10 last page to Clerk Wolfe 01 August 24, 2010 !

I

The acllnisiraUon or justic leQIlres vigilance, I pointed out thel l abldad by Ms, Lan'i advlca wJn!he domenl of Au 6 was noi recel.ed, Ihell could send a request lor an e"ension 01
Ume lhat would be roullnely gl.en. But additionally, i poinled out thei when I cOOplaín In p8lsonlon Friay August 20th, lhe cops were not summoned, and when the Court Secu'i1y
Officars were caned, one 01 Itiem CSO Newelassaulled me wllh &npunity. and I was told lel "wrile";a leller lor redress. CGO should heve bean arrested on the spOI, since as Clerk of tho
CoUll a CSO who assaulls e citien for aSking his nsme should ba relieved of Ill dulies wilh or W:tou pay, and the authorlli.s should begin en indictment or the misceant. Or w(:uld Your
Heiio; Clerk Wolfe expect thaI II Is iouline tor CSO's 10 physically 1n1midele IIse who appesr be~i 8 the Courly?RagB~~~~r i4. ¡¿~~ i
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US COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE 
SECOND CIRCUIT !
 

Physical Address: 500 Pearl St., NYC, N11 
Mailing Address: 40 Foley Square, NYC,INY 

I 

PETER W. LINDNER,~------~---------------------ii --xAppellant-Plaintiff, Case 10-0653 
! 

! 
This is not an ECF Case 

-against i 

i MOTION AND DECLARATION 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MAC:t' ES FOR EN BANC 
CORPORATION, ROBERT RECONSIDERATION OF 
VANDERHYDEN, REA THER CHRIS 0 COURT'S DISMISSAL OF 
HIGGINS, JOHN DOE #1, and JOHN DcpE #2, APPEAL 

DefendantJ 
------ - - -- --- -- - ---- -- -- --- - -l --x 

I 
! 

i 

To the Honorable Judges of the Second Cirbuit: 
I 

Plaintiff respectfully moves this Court, en ~anc, fòr-,a reconsideration ofits Order 
i 

the merits, upon grounds that it 

lacked an arguable basis in law or fact; upor grounds that: 

dismissing my appeal without consideratior of 
 

1. Such an order disregarded the flagrlt denial ofmy due process discovery 

witnesses and evidence in order 

to mount a viable opposition to defe4dant's summary judgment motion; and 

rights to subpoena or conduct discov¡ry of 
 

i 

in fact paliicipated in this wrongful ~rocess, as set forth herein and in the 

accompanying memorandum of law;1 

I 
i 
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I 

2. Violated the holding by the U.S. Supreme Court in Neitzke v Wiliams, 499 

U.S. 319 (1989) in giving me disparite and prejudicial treatment simply 

because I was a pro selin forma pau~eris litigant, as set fOlih herein. 

3. There was possible misconduct by IBM in tampering with Plaintiffs 
i 

! 

witnesses via email without explainiAg that or if IBM's sole intention was to 

"encourage" the witnesses to tell the truth and instead advised them they 
i 

i 

were under no compulsion to answer, as well as IBM possibly purposely 

omitting relevant einail - despite IB¥ being the largest computer company 

in the USA and after being informed by email oftheIr omission in 
I 

contradiction to what IBM had inforii:ied Magistrate Judge Eaton on June 5, 

2009. 
¡ 

4. There are larger issues, also, including several different and distinct 

incidents perhaps of violations of Ob truction of Justice, 18 USC § 1512(b) 

and of 18 USC §1512(b)(3). 

5. Judge Sullivan did not allow me to s bpoena the third part witnesses, and 

countenanced IBM tellng my witnesses that I had no subpoena power, a 

i 
violation of 18 USC §1512(b) - Le., ~ampering with my witnesses by IBM. 
 

I 

1 The V.S. Marshall told me that IBM advised the arshall that they wanted to communicate 

with these witnesses about the Judge's Order. This violates 18 V.S.C. 1512(e) which allows for 
such communication with a witness in their control who is called by the other side only if"the 
"defendant's sole intention" was to tell the witness to testify truthfully, and for no other purpose. 

2 
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i 
! 

6. Even though I repeatedly asked for te IBM named defendants (Heather 

Christo-Higgins and Robert Vanderh yden) to be deposed, IBM refused to 

produce them, refused my requests, nd stalled despite my protests to them 

and to the Judge to produce those wi nesses. Those witnesses were on the 

list of 
 November 2008 to be deposed, and IBM took the depositions out oforder. Ii

I 

court rules. An example7. IBM's brief was not text-searchable ~n violation of 
 

i 

of this rule is found in the FRCP RUlf 26 which requires electronically 

the 

Second Circuit: 

"June 10, 2010 - All fied PD must be text-searchable. To satisfy 

stored information to be turned over n Native form, simiìar to the rule of 
 

Local Rul. 25.1(e) and Interim Local Rule 
25 .2(b )(3), counsel can use A beCI AcrobatQl 9 Pro or similar 
the requirements of 
 

a : Ie PDFs for filing. If counsel submits a 
document that is not a text-sea, chable PDF, the Couii will deem the 
document non-conforming and return the document to counsel for 

software to create text-search 
 

proper formatting and resubmi~sion.
 


To learn more about making a PDF text-searchable using AdobeCI 
Acrobat(ß 9 Pro, click here. Fi ers using softare other than AdobeCI 
Acrobat(I for creating PDFs from word-processing files should check 
with the softare vendor for irlstructions on making the PDF
searchable." ¡i 

my motions is not in the doc~et (56 page one is, but 15 page Isn't)8. One of 
 

3 

. ~..'''.';;''
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I 

¡
i 

9. IBM has documents, including Videlpes and transcripts of CEO Sam 

Palmisano allegedly misleading shart-holders of 
 IBM in April20io which 

were not provided to me. I 

10. Judge Sullvan failed to rule on IBNr's tampering with my witnesses in 
i 

June 2009, which I already pointed oft violated 18 V.S.C. §1512(e) (Le., 

that I had no subpoena power), afterjBM circumvented the nOlmal 

resolution of discovery disputes as i !dicated by Magistrate Judge Eaton. 

Magistrate Eaton's standing rules fo~ discovery disputes were as follows: 

a. Conference on disputes: 

Standing Order for Disoovery Disputes in Cases
 

Msj,qned to Maj,strate Judge (ouqias F. Eaton
 


'31. Con faience requirement.! Rule 37 (8) (1), Fed. R. Ci v. P.,
 

requires the attorneys to o(jnfer in good faith in an effort to
 

resolve or narrow all discov~ry disputes before seeking judicial
 

intervention. "Confer" mean:? to meet, in person or by telephone,
 

and roa ke a genuine effort t~ resolve the dispute by determin ing,
 

without regard to technical ¡interpretation of the language of a
 

request, (a) what the reque~ting party is actually seeking, (b)
 

what the discovering party i~ relsonably capable of producing that
 

is responsive to the request, and (0) what specific genu~ne issues,
 

if any, cannot be resolved without judicial intervention. The
 

exchange of letters between counsel stating positions "for the
 

recoràtr shall not be deemed ¡compliance with this requirement, or

with Rule 37 (a) (1) . Failur to hold a good faith conference is 
ground for the award of atto ney's fees and other sanctions. 28

U.S.C. §1927r '1 1c e .,855 F.2d 1009,1019-20
 

(2d Cir. 19B8).
 


b. And a~~o to the rule on limitinr a witness from answering in a 

deposition, as per MJ Eaton's 1~2, which is: 

i 

I 4 
i 
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i 

112. Depositions. I .
 


a. No one may instr~ct a witness not to answer, except upon
 

grounds of privilege, or 4is permitted by Rule 30(d) (1), FHd. R.
 

Civ. P. All other ob~ections, ini~luding objections as to
 

relevance, may be briefly ¡stated on the record, but the question
must be answered. .
 


b. If privilege is hsserted, thE! person claiming privilege
 

must answer the predicatet questions r,ecessary to establish the
 

applicability of the privi ege. See Local Civil 
 Rule 26.2. 

c. Disputes relati g to privilege or procedure at a
 

deposition, and applicatiqns to terminate or limit a deposition
 

pursuant to Rule 30 (d), ma~ be brought to my attention by telephone
 

conference (if I am availa~le) without adjourning the deposition.
 

(NOTE: Telephone confere¡nces are limited to disputes about a
 

deposi tion taking place th$t very day. Any other disputes must be

submi tted by j oint letter i i see below at ~ 3.) My telephone number
is 212-805-6175. The foiiqwing procedures apply to such telephoneconferences: I 

I 
i 

c. And in framing the dispute vhi a joint letter: 
J 

n. All ~::~ discovexv J1s~utes 'includino disoutes apoot

aqjournments) . !i .

a. Local Civil RUle 3l.2 speaks of a first request for an
 


informal conference with the pourti however, in discovery disputes
 

before me (except for dispute~ about a deposition taking place that

very day) i you should not bother to request an informal conference.
Instead, proceed as follows. I Following compliance wi th ~ i, above r 
the parties must send me ¡i. 0 '.nt letter, signed by .i
 

person involved in the disp te (or hi9 attorney) and giving the
 

telephone number and fax n .mber for each such person (or his
 

attorney). If the joint letter concerns more than one issue, it is

generally preferable to stat;e the position of each party on the 
first issue before moving on to any seceind issue. The joint letter
 

should be faxed to me at 212-r05-61811 'dthout any exhibits unless

the exhibits total no more than 12 pages. In addition, the 
original of the j oint letter (plus any .xhibits) should be sent to
 

me by regular mail. Do not s nd a copy via Electronic Case Filjn
 


1 I.Judge Sullvan did not inquire, inveltigate or rule on what The Pro Se 
! 

Office's intent was when The Pro Se Offce hindered and/or delayed my 
i 

submission to Chief Judge Loretta ~. pr~ska, who was according to Local 
i 
i 
i 

5 
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i 

i 

i
i 

Rule 1.5 in chage ofthe Committee In Grievances about the alleged
 

i 

i 

witness tampering by IBM, This ru1t provides: 


"Local Civil Rule 1.5. Discipline df Attorneys 

judge shall appoint a committee of 
 the 

board of 
 

(a)Committee on Gl'evances. The chief 


judges known as the Comitittee on Grievances, which under the 
dii'ection of the chiefji.idge shall ha~e charge of 
 all matters relating to the 
discipline of attorneys. The chief jupge shall appoint a panel of attorneys who are 
members of the bai. of 
 this court tO~dVise or assist the Committee on Grievances. 
At the direction of the Committee 0 Grievances or its chair, members of this 
panel of attorneys may investigate omplaints, may prepare and support 
statements of charges, or may serve¡ ,as members of 
 hearing panels." 

the United States ¡strict Coui1s for the Southern and Eastern
("Local Rules of 
 

Districts of 
 New York," Effective pril15, 1997, Includes Amendments through 
April 11, 2008) 

12. Neitheï Magistrate Judge Eaton no Judge Sullvan ruled on whether IBM 

misled the Court that no relevant em ils existed even after I showed a 
¡ 

relevant document (The Janik Emailj which was omitted and not turned
i 

ì 

over to me, in contradiction to IBM'f claim to Magistrate Eaton in June 5, 

NY Judicial; Law §487 ("intent to deceive" the2009, and in violation of 
 

i 

Court). (NY Judiciary §487 was ad~Pted by the SDNY as Local Rule 1.5). 

13. My Summary Judgment oppositio~ was rejected for matters offormat, due 
i 

to my ignorance as a pro se litigant, ~he'h I was under great stress and 

physica pain which was belatedly 4knOWiedged by my physician to The 

¡Court. 
I 

District Court standatds, I was not allowed to see my own14. In violation of 
 

they 

were knowledgeable about my protefted status in filing an EEOC case, and 

nor the named defendants' peronnel file which would have indicated if 
 

i 

6 
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ifmy wamings to IBM were transmi,ted to the named defendants (and by
 


whom, as I refer to Defendants John roe #1 and John Doe #2) so that it
 


could.be determined that they took a~ adverse action in retaliation for my
 

I 
¡ 

conducting protected activity. I
 


15. District Court standards applicale ~ere ar found on the SDNY website as 

4'Plaintifts Interrogatories & Reques . for Production of Documents 

Employment Discrimination Cases" hich is 

http://ww .nYSd.uscourts.gov/caseS/Show.thP?d b=forms&id=67 

"Personnel records also includ any document or ESI in any form 
whatsoever in the possession, tustody or control of a person, 
corporation, partnership or oth!r entity that keeps or supplies a 
personnel record for the defen~ant. Without limiting the foregoing, all 

the personnelof the following documents ank/or ESI constitute part of 
irecords: I ~ 

employment inquiry to
(b) Plaintiffs resume or other rorm of
defendant I 
(c) Defendant's offer ofemp19yment, promotion or transfer 
(d) Plaintiffs performance ev~luations 
( e) Documents or ESI concernrng any disciplinary action taken 
against plaintiff i
 


16.What is especially heinous is that as lhe USA's largest computer company, 

and an admitted expert as specialiZ¡l in handling Court Documents as per 

FRCP 26, IBM refused repeatedly tol turn over its evidence in Electronically 

Stored Information (ESI) format whi h would be searchable by me, and was 

required by the US Supreme Court i December 2006's revision ofFRCP 

7 

....os....J: 
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I 

¡ 

26. This matter came up by me at thtIBM Annual Meeting in April 
 2010, 

in which the IBM CEO Sam Palmisa 0 may have violated SEC Regulations 

I 

of 1932 and 1934 in making misieading statements to shareholders that Mr. 

Palmisano did not know whether IBm had to turn over ESI, and then 
! 

deflecting the question which could ~ave beeil answered by the IBM 

Secretary, Mr. Andrew Bonzani, ES~. (Vice President, Assistant General 
! 

Counsel and Secretary) who was sealed next to him and was specifically 

asked by me to answer that sub-ques ion2. 
I 
i 

17. Finaly, in November 2008 Ju1.ge Sullvan made a discovery Order
 


and IBM refused to go in any other ,rder than that directed by Judge 

i 

Sullvan. After they took my depositIon IBM refused to provide witnesses 

for their deposition, who were named Defendants, ROBERT 
i 

VANERHEYDEN, HEATHER CflSTO HIGGINS, until such time as 
I 

the Court directed that I was out ofthne, thus precluding my discovery 
I 

rights. Even at a point where there tre 5 days left to conduct discovery, 

IBM stil refused to comply. ! 

i 
i 

2 Note: The question I raised was whether IBM w9u1d affrm that it would follow the Jaw and 

also go further by giving all ESI / email to plaintifs in EEOC cases and the sub-qiiestion to Mr. 
Bonzani, Esq. / Mr. Palmisano was that indeed FRCP 26 was changed in Dec2006 by the US 
Supreme COUl1 to give ESI, as opposed to paper e~idence.


! 

8 
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WHEREFORE, for all the foregoing reasons, and as set forth in my

accompanying memorandum of law,) respectfully request that this Court, en
¡
i
i

bane, reconsider its sua sponte ord1 dismissing my appeal, re-open my

appeal and decide it on the merits, a~er allowing me to establish a
¡

scheduling order for submission of~y appendix and brief, Respondent's
i
I

response, and my reply, together with such other and further relief as this

Court deems just and proper.

dated: N C, NY the day of August, 20 i 0

Peter W. Lindner
Appellant Plaintiff Pro Se

 
 

 
 

 

9

~;)-. _____~ . ...~..- ~t""~Á~¿-"'=~o£

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 
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CERTIFIClA TION 

Peter Lindner, being duly sworn, deposes a~d says: 

I 

That I am the plaintiff-appellant in tie above case, and I swear under 

penalties ofpeijury that the facts an circ¡tances alleged herein are tre to the 

best of my knowledge, and as to those statejents made upon information and 
I 
i 

those allegations.belief; I have a good faith belief in the trut . of 
 

Sworn to me this 

26th day of August, 20 i 0 

NOTARY PUBLIC 

10 
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Tuesday, August 21, 2010 1 :29 PM 

Catherine O'Hagan Wolfe, Clerk of 
 Court I 
UNITED STATES COURT of APPEALS for the SEdoND CIRCUIT 
Thurgood Marshall U.S. COUlthouse 
40 Foley Square 
N~w York, NY 10007(2112)857-8500 :

¡ Re: Assault, Battery on me by US Marshal rlewell on Friday, August 20, 2010, about 5pm at 
¡ the 3rd floor window of the 2nd Circuit and T~mpering with Mail to Judges
 


Tn the Honorable Catherine O'Hagan Wolfe, Clerk 0 Court, 

i wish first to protest that I am being required to report an assault on me in writing instead of 
first taking down an oral report and then doing a follo up in writing. 

: Secondly, I hereby report and expect a response verbally (followed by writing) that US Marshal
 


N~well did an Assault and Battery on me on Friday, August 20,2010, about 5pm, (4:30-5:30 pm) in the 
al'~a within the Clerk's Offce ofthe US Court Of AP~eals For The Second Circuit on the third floor at 
500 Pear! Street, as I was making a complaint to the T S Marsha! Muschitello about person or persons. 
unknown who did attempt to tamper, hinder, and/or d lay my mailngs to the Judges at the 2nd Circuit: 

physical 
con~.ontatio~s, and would als? care about. making sutlthat mail addres~ed to the 2nd Circuit would not 
be hindered in any way. Obviously not, SInce Clerks alph Boas and Richard Alcantera both refused to 

, Thirdly, I would think that the 2nd Circuit WOU~d attempt to keep itselffree of 
 

the US Marshal(s).m;ake a formal complaint / inquiry into this situation .hen I asked them in front of 
 

In fact when I did a follow up call yesterday on Mon, !8/23, Mr. Boas kept putting me on speaker phone 
in, an attempt to have others listen in on our conversatlon. Either they are incompetent and violating 
their duties by not reportine such incidents when tol4 to them, or else they are scared of someone who 
wil punish them for making such a complaint. Who j.. intimidating your Clerks? I'd really like an 
aTlswer to that, and I'd also like a parallel inquiry as t . whát steps you have taken to resolve these 
matters. 

. Fourth, I would hope that you would act quic ly to discipline the US Marshal for intimidating
 


me while I was trying to make a complaint, which b01h your Clerks and the US Marshal refused to take 
dòwn. In fact, it took about 15 minutes of convincin :to get MI'. Boas to call the Marshal (at that time, I 
did not think they would make matters worse),. I


photos I took, mostl on Friday, August 13, 2010 when I got the 
mailngs back from the SDNY, the SDNY Clerk, the DNY Pro Se Office, and the US Marshal, rather 
than the 2nd Circuit. Surely those groups know they e not the 2nd Circuit. I also put those items in 

i enclose a 10 page set of 
 

Zlploc bags to ensure that DNA 1 and fingerprints can be lifted off ofthe papers. I consider it a
 


, It ¡, "ii,d "tou,h DNA" aod """ dmlopod io 2008. It 'ao" lut af" Joo aio" Rmn,oy', paret di,d, but wooid h",cleared him: r 
. "(CNN) -- Recently developed "touch DNA" technolo,y has cleared all members of JonBenet Ramsey's family of
 


her slaying, authorities said Wednesday." 
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conspiracy to delay and throw out my case. And by clnSPiracy, I mean that one or more US Marshals 
and one or more SDNY Clerks and possibly USDJ Su Hvan have tried to intimidate, threaten, hinder or 
delay my communications to either a Judge or a feder I Law Enforcement Offcer. 

Also, my mail was being delayed. Who did that? Ar~n't you interested? Why has no one pursued that 
or asked me for the evidence to test it in a lab? I triedlto give it to the NYPD 13th Precinct and the cop 
refused to take it, and said it was my fault that I addressed it .to the Court, instead of a specific person at 
the Court. Do you see how people seize on one tiny dptail, and use that to escape all responsibility for 
taking down the complaint? It tuins out that Ms. Marfaret Lain said that envelopes do not need to be 
addressed to a person. The point: take down my com laint, and investigate it, and Jet the chips fall 
where they may. 

A friend said that in prison, a warden would k~ep a prisoner's appeal letter to the COUlt for a 
month, and then when the deadline passed, tell the prifoner: "You shouldn't have waited until the last 
110nth," Well, then, I am being treated like a prisonert when I am a free citizen born in NYC. 

i 

And getting intimidated by a US Marshal mer~ly for asking his name, well that's pretty bad. 
badges so that people can get the name even without asking, so that hiding his name, 

Marshal Newell was actually compounding the prObl:? And surely, if Marshal Newell in an 
unprofessional and threatening manner shoves the ba ge up within inches of my eyeball and yells "Do 
you want to see my name, well, here it is", that is a si n of a Law Enforcement Offcer going over the 
deep end. But then to connect to my face by going th~ extra few inches after first stopping close to my 
eyes (to characterize this in the parlance of a kid: "I'ii(going to slap you upside your head"), well that's 

Isn't the purpose of 
 

US N1arshal Newell did this in response to me askinguncalled for, and a threat and an intimidation. If 
 

being watched by US Marshal Muschitello, what 
is he capable of doing when no one is around? I say t~at because after that Marshal James Howard 
walked me up the stairs, and I wondered if! might "fi I" and "accidentally" hurt myself at" break a neck 
(I'm not sure if! thought that at the time or afterward ). It is chilling. It should not happen by a polic;e 

his name, with other people around, and on video, and 
 

offcer, and ceitainly not a federal law offcer, acting ,s if I'm black and it's the South in the 1960'5. 

I had a confrontation with the US Marshal in r about October 2009, when the SDNY Clerk did 
not want to talk to me about why my letter to SDNY'~Chief Judge Preska did not get to Her Honor fbr 
several weeks. I asked that the Marshal keep the vide~tape ofthat episode: he refused. I then asked 
USDJ Sullvan to ORDER that the video be kept, and His Honor refused. I hereby ask you to keep 

the assault and battei-y by US Marshal Newell on me on Friday, August 20, 2010 atevidence of 
 

4:30~5:30 pm, so as to prove that this happened, it I as witnessed by US Marshal Muschitello, and 
it was while I was seeking to fie a complaint to thelSDNY US Marshal Guccione about the 
tampering with my mail to the 211d Circuit while reporting a possible crime. The crime is about 

"Obstruction ofJustice," including 
violations of 18 USC § 1512(b)(3), 18 USC § 1512 a d now 18 USC § 1513 and 18 USC § 1503. That I 
witness tampedng by IBM, and possibly other aiiega~.ons of 
 

sought to fie it at the 2nd Circuit Clerk's office was n coincidence, since I was told by Mr. Boas on 
Aug 20 that on Aug 18 Judge Chin rejected my motior foran extension, pei.haps for being late. 

I 

"DNA clears JonBenets fainíly, poiilts to mystery kile "
 

hit .//www.clin.com/2008/CRIME/07/09/.0 benet.dn
 


2 
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i

Being bugged, taped, observed, followed, and paving my mail read is one thing, but affecting my
fiing with the Court and touching my person while inithe Court surely exceed what one would expect in
the USA, unless there is some gross form of duplicity ¡using the 9/11 statutes to apply in a situation that
has nothing to do with terl'rism, but everything to do ¡with due process,

Not incidentally, it was a bit chiling that US $arshal did not take the complaint, pretended to be
solicitous of me to have me fie it with the US Attorn~y, claimed that his report USM 11 has no index /
case #, and then peppered his conversation with refer~nces to a guy who I lived with and how long the
fieson me were. This must be quite a cover-up to not 

I. take 

down acoinplaint where the possible
punishment is tip to 20 (now 30) years imprisonment. _

I

Please call me. (And then write.) I
Sincerei¡'. yours,

 
  

 
 
 

 

I

I

I

3
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*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 
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UNITED STATES 
 COURT OF APPEALS 
FOR THE 

SECOND CIRCUIT 

At a Stated Term of 
 the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, held at the 
New York,
 


on the 6th day of October, two thousand ten.
 

Daniel Patrick Moynihan United States CQurthouse, 500 Pearl Street, in the City of 
 

Before: Dennis Jacobs, 
Chief Judge,
 


Richard C. Wesley,
 

Denny Chin, 

Circuit Judges. 

Peter W. Lindner, 
ORDER 

Plainttff - Appellant, Docket No. 10-653 

v. 

International Business Machines Corporation, Robert 
Vanderheyden, Heather Christo Higgins, John Doe and/or 

Jane Doe, #1, John Doe and/or Jane Doe, #2, 

Defèndants - Appellees. 

IT is HEREBY ORDERED that the motion by pro se Appellant Peter Lindner for 
the appeal, constmed as motion to recall the 

mandate, reinstate the appeal and consider the motion for en bane reconsideration, is DENIED. 
en bane reconsideration of the Court's dismissal of 
 

FOR THE COURT, 
Catherine O'Hagan Wolfe, 
Clerk 

Joy Fallek, Administrative Attomey 
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International Business Machines Corporation ("IBM") 

IBM's request to exclude stockholder proposal from 
the Company's Proxy Statement pursuant to Rule 
14a-8 
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Lindner -November. 7, 2010 
 correspondence 
(including past correspondence)
 




----- Forwarded by Peter Barbur/NY/Cravath on 11/08/201009:28 AM -----

 
 

11/07/201012:33 PM

1'0 "Peter Barburò' o:PBarbur~cravath.com;:

cc "Andrew Bonzani" o:abonzani~us.ibm.com;:, "Robert Wil" o:wilt~us.ibm.com;:, "CFLetters

at SEC" o:CFLetter~sec.gov;:

Subje Re: IBM Shareholder Proposal for April 2011 on EEOC compliance for ESI - continued
ct

Sorry, I got cut off as I was pasting in the hyperlink:

httr: :llwww.ca2. uscourts. aov/Docs/News/Rer:ort%20on%20Pre-Utiaatíon%20Dutv.odf

Specifically, I BM-isheadq i:artered- i n-N¥-State,aAd-also'goes-te-the-2Ad-Gir-u it-in-feEleml-ceu Iis-which- -
require searchable media. So my communications, whether you like it or not, will be electronically, as the
law requires, and as the SEe requires.

"1 In August 2010, New York State amended the Uniform Rules for Trial Courts (22 NYCRR) § 202.12(b) to
address the diffculties associated with ESI by adding the following provision: "Where a case is reasonably likely to
include electronic discovery, counsel for all parties who appear at the prelimary conference must be suffciently
versed in matters relating to their clients' technological systems and to discuss competently all issues relating to
electronic discovery; counel may brig a client representative or outside expert to assist in such e-discovery
discussions." See also Uniform Rules for Trial Cours (Rules of Practice for the Commercial Division) Rule l(b).
The 2006 Advisory Commttee notes concerng Fed. R. Civ. P. 37(f) also recognize this issue stating, "It (Fed. R.
Civ. P. 37(f)) focuses on a distinctive feature of computer operations, the routine alteration and deletion of
inormation that attends ordinary use.. .As a result, the ordinary operation of computer systems creates a risk that a
part may lose potentially discoverable inormation without culpable conduct on its part.''''

(ibid)

First of all, I say this is such a case where it "likely to include electronic discovery". Are you alleging that
Markowitz, Barbur, and Bonzani (all lawyers) are NOT "sufficiently versed in matters relating to their
clients' technelø~icai:.:systems-and-to-diseuss~cempetently-allissues relatingte-electronic disGoveryU and
that these counselors wish to "bring a client representative or outside expert to assist in such e-discovery
discussions"? If that's the case -- which i doubt -- then hire someone who will be the "expert to assist in
such e-discovery discussions".

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 



My case of 06cv4751 had an email from RonJanik(anIBM'er) to me that mentioned Wunderman talking
to him, whereas IBM alleged that Wunderman did not talk to me, and that IBM certified to The Court that
IBM had turned over all "relevant" email -- yet did not turn over the "Janik Letter." Thus destruction or
preservation of evidence is a matter in this case.

However, I will abide by your restrictions, if you also say that all SEC filings to IBM between now and the
shareholders' April 2011 meeting comply with your instructions to me -- in other words, no electronic filing,
and only use of USPS. And that you do that in all your other dealings with Cravath clients for that half year
period. And you show me the statutory basis for your firm, seemingly implaccable and hostile instructions
to me.

Regards,
Peter

Peter Lindner
 

 
 
 

----- Original Message -----
From: Peter Lindner
To: Peter Barbur
Cc: Andrew Bonzani ; Robert Wilt
Sent: Sunday, November 07,2010 12:21 PM
Subject: Re: IBM Shareholder Proposal for April 2011 on EEOC compliance for ESI

Mr. Barbur:

I am asking that EEOC documentary evidence be complied with by FRCP 26 in ESI native format.

You are asking me to violate that rule, so that you can rely upon 100 year old technology (typewriters,
printing, mail) instead of twenty year old technology, which is email.

i regard that as an affront to me, to IBM's business, and a violation of FRCP 26, and of NY State Law as
codified and evolving in the SDNY publication on "Haronizing the Pre-Litigation Obligation to

Preserve Electronically Stored Information in New York State and Federal Courts" (attached)
which I can do in seconds, rather than print out 44 pages, and send it to Mr. Markowitz.

Regards,
Peter

Peter Lindner
 

 
 

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 



 

----- Original Message -----
From: Peter Barbur
To: Peter Lindner

Cc: Andrew Bonzani ; Rober Wilt
Sent: Sunday, November 07, 201011:02 AM
Subject: Re: IBM Shareholder Proposal for April 2011 on EEOC compliance for ESI

Mr. Lindner:

This wil confirm that IBM acknowledges receipt of your Rule 14a-8 shareholder proposals. Stuart
Moskowitz of IBM is evaluating your proposals and wil shortly respond to you in writing. You may direct
any communications regarding this matter (and this matter only) to Mr. Moskowitz by mail (not e-mail) at
the address set forth below. Otherwise, IBM continues to ask that you not contact their personnel and
direct any communications to me.

Stuart S. Moskowitz
Senior Counsel, IBM Legal Department
1 New Orchard Road, MS 329
Armonk, NY 10504

Best regards,

Peter T. Barbur
Cravath, Swaine & Moore LLP
825 Eighth Avenue
New York, NY 10019
(212) 474-1058
Fax: (212) 474-3700
pbarbu r(gcravath. com

 

11/04/201008:43 AM

To "Andrew Bonzani" -=abonzani(gus.ibm.com::

cc "Peter Barbur" -=PBarburigcravath.com::. "Robert Wil" -=wiltigus.ibm.com;.

Subject Re: IBM Shareholder Proposal for April 2011 on EEOC compliance for ESI

Mr.Barbur:

Please reply, as per Andrew's instructions.

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 



However, as I understand the SEC laws, letters must be sent to Armonk (Corp HQ) and not to lawyers.

I have a shareholder proposal with Amex, and they said they rejected mine since it was sent to the wrong
location (or was it you IBM who rejected it as not being sent to Armonk -- please confirm that it is now
acceptable to send to you Peter Barbur instead of to Armonk IBM).

I'd appreciate knowing if it is in the right format, and if it is acceptable to IBM for filing to the SEC, and if
not, why in a document of under 10 pages.

Regards,
Peter

Peter Lindner
 

 
 
 

----- Original Message -----
From: Andrew Bonzani

To: Peter Lindner

Cc: Peter Barbur ; Robert Wilt
Sent: Wednesday, November 03, 201012:52 PM
Subject: Re: IBM Shareholder Proposal for April 2011 on EEOC compliance for ESI

Mr. Lindner -- I understand you called our offices this morning. As I tried to tell you earlier this year, any
contact you wish to have with us must be directed to Peter Barbur. I have instructed my team not to
answer your calls to our office.

Thank you.

Andrew Bonzani
Vice President, Assistant General Counsel & Secretary
IBM Corporate Headquarters

New Orchard Road, Armonk, NY 10504
phone: 641-6118 (914-499-6118)

fax: 6085
abonzanitâus. ibm .com

PREPARED BY IBM ATTORNEY / PRIVILEGE REVIEW REQUIRED

This e-mail and its attachments, if any, may contain information that is private, confidential, or protected
by attorney-client, solicitor-client or other privilege. If you received this e-mail in error, please delete it
from your system without copying it and notify me of the misdirection by reply e-mail.

From: "Pet  

To: Andrew Bonzani/ArmonklIBM(gIBMUS

Cc: "Peter Barbur" -cPBarbur(gcravath.com::, "CFLelters at SEC" -cCFLetter(gsec.gov::

Date: 10/31/201006:37 PM

IBM Shareholder Proposal for April 2011 on EEOC compliance for ESI

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 



LíndIler - 11/8/2010 Correspondence 
--íncludíng past correspondence
 




----- Forwarded by Peter Barbur/NY/Cravath on 11/08/201002:10 PM -----

 
 

11/08/2010 02:08 PM

.-To-Peter l3arbLJr .:PBarburCieravath.com;:

cc Andrew Bonzani .:abonzaniigus.ibm.com;:, Robert Wil .:wilCius.ibm,com;:, SEC Proxies for CF Letters

.:CFLeUersigsec.gov;:
Subje Re: IBM Shareholder Proposal for April 2011 on EEOC compliance for ESI

ct

Mr. Barbur:

I disagree with your assertion.

I have not "misstated the substance of my (Barbur i sJ note to you (LindnerJ

You wrote me that my communications to Markowitz are via mail, not email. And
I can conclude that it will be vice versa: Markowitz will communicate to me
"by mail (not e-mail) at the address set forth below.

Here is what you wrote me:

::"You may direct any communications regarding this matter (and this matter
only) to Mr. Moskowitz ::by mail (not e-mail) at the address set forth below.
Otherwise, IBM continues to ask that you ::not contact their personnel and
direct any communications to me.

What I am saying is that this is unacceptable to me, regardless of whether I
am filing to the SEe or writing to IBM.

So, please make it clear: all communication between and among us will be in
searchable, ESI format, Yes or No?

Secondarily: will IBM make a Mom and Apple Pie statement that it will obey
all laws regarding ESI, especially in EEOC matters, and in discovery, and will
do so immediately, across the USA, without regard to local laws allowing IBM
to circumvent ESI, since ESI is the future of world communications and has
been for 100 years, and ESI is the very basis of how IBM works and thrives.
In other words; this is akin tosayi:rg- TBM- will not discriminate on the basis
of sexual orientation, even if local laws allow such discrimination.

These two questions are not theoretical to me, since IBM did not supply ESI to
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me in my case 06cv4 751, and when I produced the Janik letter which is an
email (hence, which is ESI), IBM denied to produce that, and covered it up
from the Judge (in and of itself a criminal misdemeanor in NY State and SDNY,
known as NY Judiciary section 487, for "intent to deceive" the Court,
regardless of whether it succeeds or not -- in my case you succeeded in
deceiving the Court that the Janik letter was not found, not produced by you,
not admitted that it was relevant, and your statement remained on the record,
and not amended), and when I brought that up to CEO Palmisano, he mocked me
and cut me off at the April 2010 Shareholder Meeting, when Andrew Bonzani was
knowledgeable about ESI and FRCP 26, and could have answered on the spot, but
chose to remain silent.

So, please, Mr. Barbur, don't lecture to me about that I have have misstated
the substance of your note to me, and not incidentally, to the SEC.

If you wish to reply, please do NOT omit the SEC.

Regards,
Peter

Peter Lindner
 

 
 
 

---- Peter Barbur ~PBarburØcravath. com~ wrote:

Mr. Lindner:

You have misstated the substance of my note to you. As to communications
with IBM, you are free to send what you wish, in the form of your
choosing, so long as you send it to me (with the limited exception that
you may also, if you choose, send written communications relating to your
shareholder proposals to Mr. Moskowitz). I will accept all such
communications on IBM's behalf. My note did not purport to restrict your
communication with the SEC in any way.

Peter T. Barbur
Cravath, Swaine & Moore LLP
825 Eighth Avenue
New York, NY 10019
(212) 474-1058
Fax: (212) 474-3700
pbarburØcravath. com

 
11/07/201012:21 PM

To
"Peter Barbur" ~PBarburØcravath. com~
cc
"Andrew Bonzani" ~abonzaniØus. ibm. com~, "Robert Wilt" ~wiltØus. ibm. com~
Subj ect
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Re: IBM Shareholder Proposal for April 2011 on EEOC compliance for ESI

Mr. Barbur:

I am asking that EEOC documentary evidence be complied with by FRCP 26 in
ESI native format.

You are asking me to violate that rule, so that you can rely upon 100 year
old technology (typewriters, printing, mail) instead of twenty year old
technology, which is email.

I regard that as an affront to me, to IBM's business, and a violation of
FRCP 26, and of NY State Law as codified and evolving in the SDNY
publication on "Harmonizing the Pre-Litigation Obligation to Preserve
Electronically Stored Information in New York State and Federal Courts"
(attached) which I can do in seconds, rather than print out 44 pages, and
send it to Mr. Markowi tz .

Regards,
Peter

 
 

 
 

 
Original Message

From: Peter Barbur
To: Peter Lindner
Cc: Andrew Bonzani ¡Robert Wilt
Sent: Sunday, November 07, 2010 11: 02 AM
Subject: Re: IBM Shareholder Proposal for April 2011 on EEOC compliance
for ESI

Mr. Lindner:

This will confirm that IBM acknowledges receipt of your Rule 14a-8
shareholder proposals. Stuart Moskowitz of IBM is evaluating your
proposals and will shortly respond to you in writing. You may direct any
communications regarding this matter (and this matter only) to Mr.
Moskowitz by mail (not e-mail) at the address set forth below. Otherwise,
IBM continues to ask that you not contact their personnel and direct any
communications to me.

Stuart S. Moskowi tz
Senior Counsel, IBM Legal Department
1 New Orchard Road, MS 329
Armonk, NY 10504

Best regards,

Peter T. Barbur
Cravath, Swaine & Moore LLP
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825 Eighth Avenue
New York, NY 10019
(212) 474-1058
Fax: (212) 474-3700
pbarburØcrava th. com

 
11/04/2010 08: 43 AM

To
"Andrew Bonzani" .:abonzani Øus . ibm. com;:
cc
"Peter Barbur" .:PBarburØcravath.com;:, "Robert Wilt" .:wiltØus.ibm.com;:
Subject
Re: IBM Shareholder Proposal for April 2011 on EEOC compliance for ESI

Mr. Barbur:

Please reply, as per Andrew i s instructions.

However, as I understand the SEC laws, letters must be sent to Armonk
(Corp HQ) and not to lawyers.

I have a shareholder proposal with Amex, and they said they rejected mine
since it was sent to the wrong location (or was it you IBM who rejected it
as not being sent to Armonk -- please confirm that it is now acceptable to
send to you Peter Barbur instead of to Armonk IBM) .

I'd appreciate knowing if it is in the right format, and if it is
acceptable to IBM for filing to the SEC, and if not, why in a document of
under 10 pages.

Regards,
Peter

Peter Lindner
 

 
 

 
Original Message

From: Andrew Bonzani
To: Peter Lindner
Cc: Peter Barbur ; Robert wilt
Sent: Wednesday, November 03, 2010 12:52 PM
Subj ect: Re: IBM Shareholder Proposal for April 2011 on EEOC compliance
for ESI

Mr. Lindner -- I understand you called our offices this morning. As I
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tried to tell you earlier this year, any contact you wish to have with us
must be directed to Peter Barbur. I have instructed my team not to answer
your calls to our office.
Thank you.

Andrew Bonzani
Vice President, Assistant General Counsel & Secretary
IBM Corporate Headquarters
New Orchard Road, Armonk, NY 10504
phone: 641-6118 (914-499-6118)
fax: 6085
abonzanigus. ibm. com

PREPARED BY IBM ATTORNEY / PRIVILEGE REVIEW REQUIRED

This e-mail and its attachments, if any, may contain information that is
private, confidential, or protected by attorney-client, solicitor-client
or other privilege. If you received this e-mail in error, please delete
it from your system without copying it and notify me of the misdirection
by reply e-mail.

From:
 

To:
Andrew Bonzani / Armonk/ IBMgIBMUS
Cc:
"Peter Barbur" ~PBarburgcravath.com:;, "CFLetters at SEC"
~CFLettergsec. gov:;
Date:
10/31/201006:37 PM
Subject:
IBM Shareholder Proposal for April 2011 on EEOC compliance for ESI

Mr. Bonzani:

I was surprised that at the April 2010 Shareholder Meeting both you and
CEO Sam Palmisano refused to answer a direct question on whether
Electronically Stored Information (ESI) was mandated by US Law;
specifically: FRCP 26 as revised in Dec2006 by the US Supreme Court. I
feel Mr. Palmisano gave misleading information to Shareholders by saying
he did not know, since he was not a lawyer, whether that was true, and
when I pointed out that you as a NY State lawyer and as Secretary of the
IBM Corporation was seated right next to him, Mr. Palmisano mocked me for
mispronouncing your name, and then refused to answer the question, or give
it to you to answer, and then cut me off from answering.

Also, to the best of my knowledge, ESI including the videotape of that
question and of the entire meeting was not turned over to me, to prove my
allegations, nor was a transcript, nor an audio tape all 3 of which I
requested. I may be mistaken, in that you sent them to me, and I
overlooked it. Please cooperate with me and the SEC so we can determine
what Sam said, and whether Sam gave misleading information to the IBM
Shareholders in April 2010 in Wisconsin. I also wish to have made public
all information as to whether IBM may have violated US laws, specifically
18 USC §1512 on Tampering with Witnesses (etc) in 06cv4751 Lindner v IBM,
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et al., and whether IBM did contact via email said witnesses without the
"sole intent" of encouraging the witnesses to tell the truth, as per 18
USC §1512 (el.

Finally, I wish to be on the April 2011 proxy as both a nominee for
Director and to have both shareholder proposals on compliance with EEOC
and ESI laws, just as IBM complies in its public statements with saying
IBM shall respect all candidates regardless of age, race, religion (etc. L .

If my document fails to meet specific requirements, then I wish to amend
it to meet such requirements as word length or readability, or any other
failure, including have 2 proposals, the more important of which is having
IBM comply with EEOC suits by providing in advance all relevant ESI.

I have also faxed this to you c/o Mr. Moskowitz i s fax , and sent via USPS.

Regards,
Peter

Peter Lindner
 

 
 

 ttachment "IBM Shareholder Proposal ver a for Apr
2011 of Mr. Lindner on Truth Commission and EEOC. pdf" deleted by Andrew
Bonzani / Armonk/ IBM)

This e-mail is confidential and may be privileged. Use or disclosure of it
by anyone other than a designated addressee is unauthorized. If you are
not an intended recipient, please delete this e-mail from the computer on
which you received it.

¡attachment "Harmonizing the Pre-Litigation Obligation to Preserve
Electronically Stored Information in New York State and Federal
Courts .pdf" deleted by Peter Barbur /NY /Cravath)

This e-mail is confidential and may be privileged. Use or disclosure of it by
anyone other than a designated addressee is unauthorized. If you are not an
intended recipient, please delete this e-mail from the computer on which you
recei ved it.

This e-mail is confidential and may be privileged. Use or
disclosure of it by anyone other than a designated addressee is
unauthorized. If you are not an intended recipient, please delete
this e-mail from the computer on which you received it.
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